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WE LEARN PURPOSEFULLY BY CULTIVATING CURIOSITY, BEING REFLECTIVE,  
AND MAKING REAL-WORLD CONNECTIONS.  

 
The Year 9 and 10 curricula at Beaumaris Secondary College is organised into Core Learning Areas and Specialisms 
(otherwise known as electives). This overview is designed to introduce students and parents to the programs and 
pathways for the senior years of secondary education.  The college will work with students as they begin to plan their 
educational pathways and career options.  We will work as partners with parents to ensure that the conditions for 
learning success are maximised. 
 
The College ensures students receive course counselling and guidance by their GOAL Mentors, but decisions should 
be a joint responsibility between the student, the parent and the school.  It is strongly recommended that parents take 
the time to discuss course direction and long-term goals with their child.   
  
Beaumaris Secondary College provides students with comprehensive individual pathways that are linked to the 
Victorian Curriculum and Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority VCE Study Designs. The curriculum sets out 
what every student should learn during their years of schooling. The curriculum is the common set of knowledge and 
skills required by students for life-long learning, social development and active and informed citizenship.  
 
In Years 9 & 10 Communicate & Relate (English) and Mathematics are compulsory and must be studied in each 
semester. These learning areas prepare students with a strong foundation of literacy and numeracy skills required for 
VCE, VCAL and senior studies.  
 
Students should consider all the specialisms offered and select courses that will give them a breadth of experience 
and allow them to identify their academic strengths and interests.  

All students will study Communicate and Relate, Mathematics, Innovate and GOAL as compulsory year-long courses 
in Years 9 & 10. 
 
All students will study at least one semester of BEST (Science) in both Years 9 and 10. 
 
All students will have an opportunity to study courses from the following specialism areas: 
• The Arts 
• Our World 
• Health & PE  
• Languages (Year-Long Specialism) 
• Technologies  

 
 

In both Years 9 & 10, students must select at least one specialism each year from Our World, Health & PE, 
Technologies and The Arts. 

   
Languages are optional. 

  

UNDERSTANDING THE MIDDLE YEARS PROGRAM 



 
 

 
 

 

VICTORIAN CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION (VCE) 
VCE Studies in Year 10  
The VCE is a senior secondary certificate that provides pathways to tertiary education, advanced certificate courses 
and the workforce. The VCE course is made up of studies and units, some of which must be studied as a sequence. A 
study is a subject, for example, English or Biology. It is made up of four units (Units 1, 2, 3 and 4), each of which is a 
semester in length. 

For most students, the VCE is completed over two years. 

Students typically study Units 1 and 2 in their first year, and Units 3 and 4 in their second year of the VCE. Students 
can study Units 1 and 2 of a study as stand-alone units. However, they must enrol in Units 3 and 4 of a study as a 
sequence. This sequence needs to be completed in the same year if a study score is to be calculated. 

Students usually study between 20 and 24 units (five or six studies) in Years 11 and 12. 

Students who are currently achieving at or above the expected standard are eligible to be considered for a Unit 1 & 2 
VCE subject in Year 10.  

 
2023 Unit 1 & 2 Offerings available to Year 10 students:  
• Applied Computing 
• Australian & Global Politics 
• Biology 
• Business Management 
• Economics 
• Food Studies 
• Geography 
• Health & Human Development  
• History – Modern History 
• Languages - French 
• Languages – Japanese 

• Legal Studies 
• Media 
• Music Performance 
• Outdoor & Environmental Studies 
• Philosophy 
• Physical Education 
• Product Design & Technology  
• Psychology 
• Studio Arts 
• Systems Engineering 
• Theatre Studies 
• Visual Communication & Design 

 
  

SENIOR PATHWAYS OVERVIEW 

 



 

Beaumaris Secondary College Careers Website 
Beaumaris Secondary College has a school Careers website which students will use throughout their secondary school 
education. You can access the site at:  Beaumaris Secondary College Careers - Home (beaumarissccareers.com)  

This site has a student portal where they can access resources such as their Career Action Plan, e-Portfolio, Skills and 
Abilities Evaluation, Career Investigator; students also use the site to develop their resume and cover letter. The site 
contains information regarding pathways for VCE Studies and opportunities beyond school.  

 

My Career Insights  
My Career Insights is a program for all Year 9 students in government secondary schools. My Career Insights is designed 
to help students discover, develop and drive their career planning. The program will give students the opportunity to 
learn more about their strengths and abilities, while exploring potential career options and giving them the confidence 
to start taking control of their future. 

As part of the program, students will participate in Morrisby online which consists of a series of short assessments and 
questionnaires that measure verbal, numerical, abstract and spatial aptitudes. The Morrisby online tool is designed to 
help students discover more about their values, preferences, skills and strengths.  

Once students have completed the Morrisby assessment, they will engage in a one-on-one careers counselling session 
with an independent career's counsellor. During this session, the careers counsellor will discuss students’ Morrisby 
profile and provide personal insights to help open a variety of possible career pathways. A discussion will be held to 
help them set realistic goals which will give students the confidence to make informed choices and decisions around 
their future schooling and career journey. 

 

 

 

Students will complete six Specialisms per semester (3 x 75 minutes per week), inclusive of Communicate & Relate 
and Mathematics. In addition, students will complete 1 session of GOAL and Innovate/Beyond  per week. 

Across the course of Years 9 & 10, students must select a Specialism from each learning area.  

 

YEAR 9 YEAR 10 

CORE CORE 

Communicate and Relate 

Students must select one course each semester. 

Communicate and Relate 

Students must select one course each semester. 

Mathematics Mathematics 

YEAR 9 & 10 SPECIALISM OVERVIEW 

https://www.beaumarissccareers.com/


All students will study mathematics as a year-
long learning area. They can also choose to 
study one mathematics specialism per year. 

All students will study mathematics as a year-long 
learning area. They can also choose to study one 

mathematics specialism per year. 

Innovate Beyond 

GOAL GOAL 

Learning Areas 
Combined Year 9 & 10 Learning Teams 

BEST 
All students must complete at least one semester of BEST across Years 9 & 10. 

Technologies 
The Arts 

Our World 
Students must study a minimum of one History and one Geography across Years 9 & 10. 

Healthy Lifestyles 
Languages 

Year-Long Specialism 
 

 

 

 

YEAR 9 SAMPLE STUDENTS: 

Student A (Year 9) 

 

Student B (Year 9) 

 

Student C (Year 9) 

Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 1 Semester 2 
Communicate 

& 
Relate 

Communicate 
& 

Relate 

Communicate 
& 

Relate 

Communicate 
& 

Relate 

Communicate 
& 

Relate 

Communicate 
& 

Relate 

Mathematics Mathematics  Mathematics Mathematics  Mathematics Mathematics 

Innovate Innovate  Innovate Innovate  Innovate Innovate 

GOAL GOAL  GOAL GOAL  GOAL GOAL 

BEST Technologies  Languages Languages  BEST BEST 

Healthy 
Lifestyles: Sports 

Enhancement 

Healthy Lifestyles: 
Sports 

Enhancement 
 BEST Our World  Healthy 

Lifestyles Coding 

The Arts The Arts  The Arts The Arts  The Arts Technologies 

Our World Mathematics 
Specialism  Technologies Healthy 

Lifestyles  Our World Healthy Lifestyles 

 
YEAR 10 SAMPLE STUDENTS: 

Student D (Year 10)  Student E (Year 10)  Student F (Year 10) 

Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 1 Semester 2 

CHOOSING A PATHWAY 
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Relate 

Communicate 
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Relate 

Communicate 
& 

Relate 

Communicate 
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Relate 

Communicate 
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Relate 

Communicate 
& 

Relate 

Mathematics Mathematics  Mathematics Mathematics  Mathematics Mathematics 

Beyond Beyond  Beyond Beyond  Beyond Beyond 

GOAL GOAL  GOAL GOAL  GOAL GOAL 

BEST Technologies  Languages Languages  BEST BEST 

VCE Unit 1&2 
Outdoor and 

Environmental 
Studies 

VCE Unit 1&2 
Outdoor and 

Environmental 
Studies 

 The Arts Our World  
Healthy 

Lifestyles: Sports 
Enhancement 

Healthy 
Lifestyles: Sports 

Enhancement 

The Arts Healthy Lifestyles  VCE Unit 1&2 
Biology 

VCE Unit 1&2 
Biology  The Arts Technologies 

Our World Mathematics: 
Calculus  Technologies Healthy 

Lifestyles  Our World Mathematics: 
Calculus 

 
 

 

 

YEAR 9 COMMUNICATE & RELATE  

Victorian Curriculum Course Overview 

Reading and Viewing 
Students analyse the ways that text structures can be manipulated for effect. They analyse and explain how images; vocabulary 
choices and language features distinguish the work of individual authors. They evaluate and integrate ideas and information from 
texts to form their own interpretations. They select evidence from the text to analyse and explain how language choices and 
conventions are used to influence an audience. 
 
Writing 
Students understand how to use a variety of language features to create different levels of meaning. They understand how 
interpretations can vary by comparing their responses to texts to the responses of others. In creating texts students demonstrate 
how manipulating language features and images can create innovative texts. They create texts that respond to issues interpreting 
and integrating ideas from other texts. They edit for effect, selecting vocabulary and grammar that contribute to the precision and 
persuasiveness of texts and using accurate spelling and punctuation. 
 
Speaking and Listening 
Students listen for ways texts position an audience. They understand how to use a variety of language features to create different 
levels of meaning. They understand how interpretations can vary by comparing their responses to texts to the responses of others. 
In creating texts, students demonstrate how manipulating language features and images can create innovative texts. They create 
texts that respond to issues, interpreting and integrating ideas from texts. They make presentations and contribute actively to 
class and group discussions, comparing and evaluating responses to ideas and issues. 
 

Year 9 students must select one Communicate and Relate course in both Semester 1 and Semester 2. 

Specialism Name Outline 

COMMUNICATE & RELATE 



Be an Author 

In Be An Author, students engage in an extensive creative writing program where they are able 
to plan, draft, edit and publish their unique creative work. They will receive feedback from their 
peers, share ideas and write collaboratively. Students will have almost complete autonomy in 
form and genre of their writing. Some key areas of study are; creative approaches to gaining 
inspiration, drafting and editing procedures, cohesion and coherence. This specialism gives 
students a taste of what it means to be a writer, including professional non-fiction writing. Their 
work will culminate in a folio of various refined writing pieces to be kept and enjoyed. 

Cultural Lens 

In Cultural Lens, students explore the culturally diverse groups that form Australia's multicultural 
landscape. They read and view a variety of texts exploring the experiences of Indigenous 
Australians, refugees and migrants, Australians with a disability and the LGBTQIA+ community. 
They select a group of interest and investigate the representation of the cultural group through 
an analysis and response to a current news article. Using their knowledge and understanding of 
Australia's culturally diverse population, students consider the representation of these groups in 
fictional texts, such as novels, films, and television shows. Students explore the consequences of 
a lack of diversity in these texts and the ultimate benefits of presenting diverse characters to 
audiences. After watching the film 'Australia', students explore the representation of various 
Australian identities.    

Film as Text 

In Film As Text, students learn to identify and describe key aspects of a film and understand how 
film techniques are used to create meaning. Students learn to analyse and explain how aspects 
of a visual text combine to create a story, develop characters, and communicate ideas. Students 
learn how to read a film by viewing 'Remember the Titans' and discuss the story, characters, 
ideas, and themes communicated in the film in an analytical text response. Students use film 
analysis techniques to analyse a film of their own choice and how it helps us to understand and 
constructively relate to the world. Students present their analysis as a video essay or speech. 

Games as Texts 

In Games As Text, students examine how games that are successful have a compelling narrative.  
Students will also read and analyse a variety of texts that explore, analyse and respond to the 
values, emotions and central messages found in games.  Students will use t Joseph Campbell’s 
‘The Hero’s Journey’ structure also known as the monomyth to explore narrative in games and 
compare this to other genres of narrative. Some areas of study include; Creative Writing: To 
explore the ways in which games function as creative works. They unpack the 'Hero's Journey' 
to understand key components of great adventure stories - both digital and written. Within the 
PBL, students have a choice in their creative outlet for an interactive story. Critical and ethical 
thinking as students need to examine decisions made during games. Persuasive Writing: writing 
persuasively on the value of video games. There might be some opportunities to play some 
games in this specialism, however at its core, this subject is an English based unit with reading, 
writing, speaking and listening. Games are the texts and they replace your traditional English 
texts of novels, poetry and films. 

Good and Evil 

In Good and Evil, students learn to think clearly about the Philosophy of Ethics (what is 
morally right and wrong). They will be introduced to the fundamentals of philosophical 
argument and learn the major categories of ethical thinking. They will investigate a wide 
range of ethical dilemmas surrounding when (if ever) it’s ok to kill other people, animal 
welfare, love, refugees, the environment, and much more. Students will create their 
own ethical dilemmas and use them to poll and collect data on the ethical viewpoints 
and reasoning of their peers. They will also investigate and hypothesise about how and 
why our ethical convictions change when these dilemmas are modified. By the end of 
the unit, students will broaden their minds and sharpen their skills in understanding, 
expressing, and evaluating the major ethical concerns of our time. 
 

The Greatest Novels of all 
Time 

In Greatest Novels of all Time, students explore what makes a novel a classic text by examining 
the historical and cultural context of novels. Students will investigate how texts are open to 
multiple interpretations, including the author’s intent and the impact of language on the reader. 
Students will be given the opportunity to unpack the text in closer detail, to support their 
creative and analytical writing, as well as presenting persuasive speeches relating to the text. 

 

YEAR 10 COMMUNICATE & RELATE 

Victorian Curriculum Course Overview 

Reading and Viewing 



Students evaluate how text structures can be used in innovative ways by different authors. They explain how the choice of 
language features, images and vocabulary contributes to the development of individual style. They develop and justify their own 
interpretations of texts. They evaluate other interpretations, analysing the evidence used to support them. 
 
Writing 
Students show how the selection of language features can achieve precision and stylistic effect. They explain different viewpoints, 
attitudes and perspectives through the development of cohesive and logical arguments. They develop their own style by 
experimenting with language features, stylistic devices, text structures and images. They create a wide range of texts to articulate 
complex ideas. They demonstrate understanding of grammar, vary vocabulary choices for impact, and accurately use spelling and 
punctuation when creating and editing texts. 
 
Speaking and Listening 
Students listen for ways features within texts can be manipulated to achieve particular effects. They show how the 
selection of language features can achieve precision and stylistic effect. They explain different viewpoints, attitudes 
and perspectives through the development of cohesive and logical arguments. They develop their own style by 
experimenting with language features, stylistic devices, text structures and images. They create a wide range of texts 
to articulate complex ideas. They make presentations and contribute actively to class and group discussions building 
on others' ideas, solving problems, justifying opinions and developing and expanding arguments. 

 

Year 10 students must select one Communicate and Relate course in both Semester 1 and Semester 2. 

 

 

 

Specialism Name Outline 

The Beaumaris Bards 

In The Beaumaris Bards, students discover the literary works of William Shakespeare, exploring 
his life and influence on language and society. Various plays, sonnets, and adaptations of his 
works are analysed, and comparisons made to modern texts. Dramatic performance are 
incorporated, building Speaking and Listening skills, as well as interpersonal capacity. 

Don’t Stop the Music 

In Don't Stop the Music, students learn how poetry and lyrics can be used to develop social, 
moral and ethical perspectives on issues that are relevant to audiences and contexts. They 
examine stylistic features, text structures and language features in poetry and lyrics and consider 
how these elements combine. Students also consider the effect of tone, mood, rhythm and 
rhyme, and symbolism in poetry. Students also consider how persuasive techniques used by 
poets and songwriters such as alliteration, colloquial language, emotive language, metaphor and 
simile are used. In their first PBL, students write a comparative essay analysing the figurative 
language and poetic techniques in two songs and how they represent the theme of youth. 
Students will learn about what goes into writing a song and how lyricists use persuasive 
techniques to persuade their listener. Students look at protest music throughout history and 
what makes an effective protest song. In their second PBL, students analyse an existing protest 
song, and write, produce and record their own protest songs. Students implement persuasive 
techniques into their writing and receive feedback from their peers in the editing process of 
writing their songs. 

Novel into Film 

In Novel into Film, students learn how individuals, such as audiences, writers and film makers, 
can interpret a written text for a visual medium. Throughout the unit, students will also consider 
how context impacts the adaptation of a written text into a visual medium. They will consider 
the impact of the temporal, social and geographical setting on the adaptation of short stories 
and novels. They will compare written texts with the visual text, presenting their understanding 
in an analytical essay. In addition, students will interpret texts creatively, crafting their own 
written adaptation of a film text. 



Heritage to Hip Hop 

In Heritage to Hip-Hop, students explore how Australian youth's needs and issues are 
represented in modern Australia. Through the power of a range of text, short stories, poetry, hip 
hop, social media and the ability to communicate digitally, young people have got more power 
than ever but are they being heard by those making decisions. In this unit, students will have the 
opportunity to investigate and explore how their unique and diverse needs are met in the 
community they live in. 

The Hopes and Horrors of 
Humanity 

In The Hopes and Horrors of Humanity, students learn how language has contributed to some of 
humankind's greatest horrors, and also how it has also been used by people to find hope in times 
of horror. They will analyse the use of persuasive language in Nazi propaganda, smoking and 
fossil fuel advertising campaigns, and speeches made in support of the White Australia Policy. 
They will learn how to structure a formal argument analysis. Students will then read personal 
accounts written by people who have found hope in the face of extreme adversity, such as Loung 
Ung, Eddie Jaku, Anne Frank, Turia Pitt and Emma Carey. They will learn how authors make their 
stories engaging, and then use these stories as inspiration for their own creative writing. 

Words at Work 

In Words at Work, students learn about the five major fields of Linguistics. They learn about word 
classes, sentence types and relevant metalanguage. They apply this knowledge to the field of 
Language Acquisition. They learn about the processes of First and Second Language acquisition, 
and analyse samples of learners’ speech. Students also learn about the global spread of English 
and the development and decline of languages due to contact with English. They research and 
analyse a regional variety of English, delivering this as a speech. 

 

  



 

 

YEAR 9 CORE MATHEMATICS 

Victorian Curriculum Course Overview 

Number and Algebra 

Students apply the index laws using integer indices to variables and numbers, express numbers in scientific notation, solve 
problems involving very small and very large numbers, and check the order of stickmagnitude of calculations. They solve problems 
involving simple interest. Students use the distributive law to expand algebraic expressions, including binomial expressions, and 
simplify a range of algebraic expressions. They find the distance between two points on the Cartesian plane and the gradient and 
midpoint of a line segment using a range of strategies including the use of digital technology. Students sketch and draw linear and 
non-linear relations, solve simple related equations and explain the relationship between the graphical and symbolic forms, with 
and without the use of digital technology. 
 
Measurement and Geometry 

Students solve measurement problems involving perimeter and area of composite shapes, surface area and volume of rectangular 
prisms and cylinders, with and without the use of digital technology. They relate three-dimensional objects to two-dimensional 
representations. Students explain similarity of triangles, interpret ratios and scale factors in similar figures, and apply Pythagoras's 
theorem and trigonometry to solve problems involving angles and lengths in right-angled triangles. 
 
Statistics and Probability 

Students compare techniques for collecting data from primary and secondary sources, and identify questions and issues involving 
different data types. They construct histograms and back-to-back stem-and-leaf plots with and without the use of digital 
technology. Students identify mean and median in skewed, symmetric and bi-modal displays and use these to describe and interpret 
the distribution of the data. They calculate relative frequencies to estimate probabilities. Students list outcomes for two-step 
experiments and assign probabilities for those outcomes and related events. 

 

YEAR 10 MATHEMATICS OPTIONS  

  
In Year 10 students must choose one of the following two options for Mathematics:  

• Year 10 Core Mathematics ( 2 semesters)  
• Year 10 Core Maths Pathways ( 2 semesters)  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MATHEMATICS 



It is expected that the majority of students will undertake Year 10 Core Mathematics. Those wishing to explore the option of 
studying Year 10 Core Maths Pathways instead, will be required to discuss the possibility with both their GOAL mentor and their 
current Maths teacher. Students and their families should be aware that Core Maths Pathways will exclude the more complex 
algebraic concepts taught in Core Mathematics.  The following diagram illustrates the consequences of each option in terms of 
VCE Mathematics.   
  
In addition to Core Mathematics, students who are interested in studying Specialist and Methods in  
 
Year 11 are encouraged to consider choosing the following specialisms:  

• Introduction to Differential Calculus (1 semester)  
• Introduction to Integral Calculus (1 semester)  (Differential Calculus is a prerequisite)  

 

YEAR 10 CORE MATHEMATICS 

Victorian Curriculum Course Overview 

Number and Algebra 

Students recognise the connection between simple and compound interest. They solve problems involving linear 
equations and inequalities, quadratic equations and pairs of simultaneous linear equations and related graphs, with 
and without the use of digital technology. Students substitute into formulas, find unknown values, manipulate linear 
algebraic expressions, expand binomial expressions and factorise monic and simple non-monic quadratic expressions, 
with and without the use of digital technology. They represent linear, quadratic and exponential functions numerically, 
graphically and algebraically, and use them to model situations and solve practical problems. 

Measurement and Geometry 

Students solve and explain surface area and volume problems relating to composite solids. They use parallel and 
perpendicular lines, angle and triangle properties, similarity, trigonometry and congruence to solve practical problems 
and develop proofs involving lengths, angles and areas in plane shapes. They use digital technology to construct and 
manipulate geometric shapes and objects and explore symmetry and pattern in two dimensions. 

Statistics and Probability 

Students compare univariate data sets by referring to summary statistics and the shape of their displays. They describe 
bivariate data where the independent variable is time and use scatterplots generated by digital technology to 
investigate relationships between two continuous variables. Students evaluate the use of statistics in the media. They 
list outcomes for multi-step chance experiments involving independent and dependent events and assign probabilities 
for these experiments. 

YEAR 10 CORE MATHS PATHWAYS  
 
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview  
  
Number and Algebra  
Students explore Number and Algebra concepts with a focus on real world applications. They model and analyse a range of 
financial situations which involve simple and compound interest, loans, GST and discounts. Students investigate and graph linear 
relationships with and without the use of digital technology and they apply integers, decimals, fractions, ratios, proportions, 
percentages and rates to solve practical problems. They substitute into formulas, find unknown values 
and represent linear functions numerically, graphically and algebraically, and use them to model situations.   
  
Measurement and Geometry  
Students investigate angle and triangle properties, similarity and trigonometry. They apply their understanding of length, area, 
surface area and volume to solve practical problems. Students use digital technology to construct and manipulate geometric 
shapes and objects and explore symmetry and pattern in two dimensions.  
  
  
Statistics and Probability  
Students collect, present, analyse, compare and graph data in a range of contexts such as community, sport and 
media. They apply their understanding of categorical and numerical data to create and interpret diagrams, charts, tables and 



graphs. Students use measures of central tendency (mean, mode, median) and spread to summarise and interpret 
data. They also list outcomes for multi-step chance experiments involving independent and dependent events, and assign 
probabilities for these experiments.  

 
All students will study either Core Mathematics or Maths Pathways (Maths Pathway requires teacher 

recommendation). 

Students may choose to study ‘An Introduction to Differential Calculus’ or ‘An Introduction to Integral Calculus’ as 
an additional Mathematics specialism. 

Specialism Name Outline 

An Introduction to 
Differential Calculus 

[Year 9 ONLY] 

In An Introduction to Differential Calculus, students use their understanding of gradient and 
algebra, along with their graphing skills, to explore the fundamentals of calculus. They consolidate 
their knowledge of linear functions before investigating, in significant detail, quadratic and cubic 
functions. They learn to sketch them, paying particularly close attention to their basic shape and 
the location of their axial intercepts. Lastly, and arguably most significantly, they learn how to 
determine the steepness of these functions at any point, using calculus techniques. As part of this 
learning, they acquire the skill to use limits.   

An Introduction to Integral 
Calculus 

[Year 10 ONLY] 

In An Introduction to Integral Calculus, students develop their algebra skills with simultaneous 
equations, using substitution and elimination techniques to solve sets of linear and quadratic 
equations. They also use their knowledge of algebraic techniques to express functions in a form 
conducive to sketching graphs. For example, students use the “completing the square” method 
to convert quadratic polynomials to turning point form, and algebraic long division to factorise 
cubic expressions. Emphasis is placed on working with domain restricted non-linear functions and 
investigating geometry-based strategies for finding the area under graphed functions between 
two terminals. Students compare these strategies with integral calculus techniques.  

 

 

 

 

YEAR 9 INNOVATE 

Students develop understanding of what constitutes a good research question. They develop an ethical, robust, 
disciplined and rational approach to gathering, interpreting and evaluating evidence in order to answer the research 
question. Students consider how research questions are developed and refined to enable the researcher to address 
the key issues proposed by the research within the limits that time and resources impose.  

 

YEAR 10 BEYOND 

Students analyse their strengths, interests, senior school options and set career pathway goals. They develop their 
skills and understanding to become ready for employment. Students use research methods and techniques to deepen 
their understanding and experience within industry. They explore financial literacy through a range of problem-solving 
activities relevant to young adults needs, priorities and goals.  

 

 

Students develop authentic and positive relationships between students, staff and parents. They explore issues related 
to their wellbeing, including mental health awareness and respectful relationships. In Year 9 and 10, the focus is on 
making connections, building relationships with community services in order to make a difference in their local 
community. 

 

INNOVATE & BEYOND 

GOAL 



 

 

 

Victorian Curriculum Course Overview  

Students analyse how models and theories have developed over time and discuss the factors that prompted their review. They 
predict how future applications of science and technology may affect people’s lives. They explain the concept of energy 
conservation and model energy transfer and transformation within systems. They analyse how biological systems function and 
respond to external changes with reference to the interdependencies between individual components, energy transfers and flows 
of matter. They evaluate the evidence for scientific theories that explain the origin of the Universe and the diversity of life on 
Earth. They explain the role of DNA and genes in cell division and genetic inheritance. They apply geological timescales to elaborate 
their explanations of both natural selection and evolution.  
 
They explain how similarities in the chemical behaviour of elements and their compounds, and their atomic structures are 
represented in the way the periodic table has been constructed. They compare the properties of a range of elements 
representative of the major groups and periods in the periodic table. They use atomic symbols and balanced chemical equations 
to summarise chemical reactions, including neutralisation and combustion. They explain natural radioactivity in terms of atoms 
and energy change. They explain how different factors influence the rate of reactions. They explain global features and events in 
terms of geological processes and timescales and describe and analyse interactions and cycles within and between Earth’s spheres. 
They give both qualitative and quantitative explanations of the relationships between distance, speed, acceleration, mass and 
force to predict and explain motion. They use the concepts of voltage and current to explain the operation of electric circuits and 
use a field model to explain interactions between magnets. 
 
Students develop questions and hypotheses that can be investigated using a range of inquiry skills. They independently design 
and improve appropriate methods of investigation including the control and accurate measurement of variables and systematic 
collection of data. They explain how they have considered reliability, precision, safety, fairness and ethics in their methods and 
identify where digital technologies can be used to enhance the quality of data. They analyse trends in data, explain relationships 
between variables and identify sources of uncertainty. When selecting evidence and developing and justifying conclusions, they 
account for inconsistencies in results and identify alternative explanations for findings. Students evaluate the validity and reliability 
of claims made in secondary sources with reference to currently held scientific views, the quality of the methodology and the 
evidence cited. They construct evidence-based arguments and use appropriate scientific language, representations and balanced 
chemical equations when communicating their findings and ideas for specific purposes. 

 

Students must select at least one BEST specialism across Year 9 and Year 10. 

Specialisms Name Outline 

Be a Vet 

In Be a Vet students develop an understanding of the skills and knowledge required to be a 
Veterinary Scientist. Students will learn about animal nutrition, health and disease. They explore 
concepts of animal welfare & ethical treatment of animals, as well as genetics, breeding and 
inheritance. They develop skills in management, care and husbandry of domestic, agricultural 
and wildlife species. This includes a practical component where students attend a farm to learn 
how to handle and assess the health of animals such as horses, goats, sheep and rabbits that 
includes weighing, dentistry, clipping and drenching. 

Cooking with Chemistry 

In Cooking with Chemistry, students explore the chemistry of food through scientific 
investigation and practical activities. They develop an understanding of the chemical properties 
of food and different chemical reactions that take place when cooking. Students learn to 
represent these reactions with both words and symbols. Students explore acidic and alkaline 
foods and used indicators to test the pH of common household kitchen items. They investigate 
the chemical structure and function of biomolecules, such as carbohydrates, proteins and fats, 
and learn how to isolate each of these in the laboratory. Students explore chemical digestion 
and learn how to critical evaluate nutrition labels. Throughout this unit, students develop their 
scientific inquiry skills by conducting experiments, collecting data and analysing results. 

BEST 



CSI: 
Crime Scene Investigation 

In CSI, students explore the key types of evidence and how evidence is used in court. They 
analyse a range of real-life cases using their understanding of evidence, roles involved in a crime 
scene and toxicology. Students utilise their understanding of genetics, the brain and the traits of 
a psychopath to create a scientific test. Throughout the specialism students learn how to 
effectively research information on the internet, as well as how to use scientific language to 
communicate. 

DNA to Dinosaurs  
 

In DNA to Dinosaurs, students explore the topics of DNA, Biotechnology, Inheritance and 
Evolution.  Students learn about the structure of DNA and its role in inheritance. They use case 
studies to investigate Mendelian Inheritance where they observed the development of live 
embryos in Zebra Fish.  Students investigate the processes for manipulating DNA where they 
performed experiments separating DNA samples using Gel Electrophoresis. Students also 
investigated the ethics of biotechnology. Students use case studies to investigate and model 
natural selection as a process of evolution to help them understand organisms that have existed 
in the past. They complete a field trip to investigate evidence for evolution at fossil sites at 
Beaumaris Bay. 

Driving the Future 

In Driving the Future, students use electric vehicles and self-driving cars as a case study for 
exploring areas of physics including electricity and motion and climate physics. They explore the 
forces affecting objects gathering data to analyse everyday motion using measurements of 
distance, time, velocity and acceleration. They look at different types of electrical circuits and 
their components, focusing on electric motors and electricity generation. Students are then 
introduced to the link between our Energy choices and a changing climate. They conduct 
inquiries into the sustainability, technology and ethical impact of Self driving cars and into 
busting of climate change myths. 

Green Chemistry 

In Green Chemistry, students learn how to make a different kind of Chemistry that is better for 
the Planet they will explore the building blocks of matter, the fundamental nature of how atoms 
interact with each other to form a wide range of compounds that have an amazing range of 
uses. This link between structure and properties is explored through a range of different 
chemical reactions that occur every day in their bodies, homes and our natural environment. 
They learn to use word and symbol equations to represent these reactions and investigate real-
life factors that may impact the rate of these reactions. They conduct inquiries into important 
reactions and are challenged to think how to make them better for themselves and the planet. 

Marine Sanctuary 

In Marine Sanctuary students explore the environment at Rickett’s Point Marine Sanctuary as a 
case study for understanding the dynamics of ecosystems. Using a focus on local marine species 
students develop an understanding of the internal systems of multicellular organisms and their 
adaptations for survival. Students use this knowledge to develop a deeper understanding of the 
interrelationships between species and factors that affect populations in an ecosystem. 
Students conduct population sampling to explore the distribution of species on the intertidal 
reef. They also study natural changes and the effects of human impacts on the environment at 
Ricketts Point. 

Survival Skills 

In Survival Skills, students discover the relationship between the sciences and the world around 
them.  They develop a range of real-world survival skills, appreciating how their understanding 
of science was been applied to safely and reliably manipulate the world around them. This unit 
challenges students to be resourceful and creative in designing tools for survival, using a 
knowledge of physics to guide them. Students compare a range of food-harvesting tools in 
different cultures, analysing how intercultural relationships throughout history may had 
influenced the development of tools. They develop an understanding of Newton’s laws of 
motion, and analysed force, velocity, acceleration and momentum based on real-world data. 
Students learn about the atom and the chemistry of molecular bonding. Students develop an 
understanding of chemical formulas, naming conventions, enthalpy, rates of reaction, and how 
atoms interact to form new compounds.  Students work both independently and collaboratively 



to form solutions to problems, by implementing risk assessments and hazard avoidance 
strategies, providing valuable feedback to others and designing strategies to achieve team 
goals. 

The Big Bang 

In The Big Bang, students investigate how the Big Bang theory can be used to explain the origin 
of the Universe. They explore how the Universe contains astronomical objects such as galaxies, 
stars, solar systems and black holes. They learn about the structure of atoms, the behaviour of 
light, and the nature of radioactivity. They are introduced to Quantum Physics which is the 
study of the behaviour of matter and energy at the molecular, nuclear and even smaller levels. 
They learn about numerous scientific ideas such as String Theory, Schrodinger’s Cat, Hawking 
Radiation, and Einstein’s Theory of Relativity. Students demonstrate their knowledge by 
investigating the concepts of energy and energy efficiency, and by creating a device used to 
show how the Doppler Effect and Redshift are used to support the Big Bang theory. This course 
is recommended for those who may wish to study VCE Physics in the future. 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

CREATE VISUAL > VISUAL ARTS 
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview  

Students analyse and evaluate how artists communicate ideas and convey meaning in artworks. Students identify the 
influences of other artists and analyse connections between techniques, processes and visual conventions in artworks 
to develop their own art practice. They select, and manipulate materials, techniques, processes, visual conventions 
and technologies to express ideas and viewpoints in their artworks. Students analyse and evaluate artworks and 
exhibitions from different cultures, times and places, and discuss how ideas and beliefs are interpreted by audiences. 

Students must select at least one specialism from The Arts learning area. 

Specialism Name Outline 

ART-iculate 

In ART-iculate students learn to engage with the stages of the artistic process in the realization of 
artworks. Students investigate a range of artists, their practice, and use this as inspiration to 
experiment with, and apply materials and techniques to their own artworks. Throughout the unit, 
students also learn to analyse how ideas and viewpoints are expressed in artworks and viewed 
by audiences, as well as presenting their own artworks. 

Art and Soul 

In Art and Soul, students learn about a variety of artists, their practice and art movements from 
a range of historical contexts. Students build skills in their artmaking and be exposed to 
printmaking, drawing, sculpture, mixed media, painting and installation. Students learn to follow 
and document the artistic process in the realisation of artworks.   

The HeART of it  

In the HeArt of it, students learn the foundations involved with creating artworks. Students learn 
how to gather inspiration, and how to identify and create a range of colours. Students investigate 
a range of artists, their practice, and use this as inspiration to experiment with, and apply 
materials and techniques to their own artworks. Students also develop their knowledge and skills 
with the Art Elements and Art Principles and apply these to create their own artworks. 
Throughout the unit, students also learn to analyse how ideas and viewpoints are expressed in 
artworks. 

Life Through the Lens 

In Life Through the Lens, students learn to engage with the stages of the artistic process in the 
realisation of artworks. Students investigate a range of photographic artists, their practice, and 
use this as inspiration to create their own artworks. Students also learn about the camera, its 
technical capabilities and compositional tools to use in their own photographs. Throughout the 
unit, students also learn to analyse how ideas and viewpoints are expressed in artworks and 
viewed by audiences, as well as presenting their own artworks. 

Snapshot 

In Snapshot, students explore the elements of art, compositional tools and learn how to use a 
Digital SLR camera and digital editing software. They follow the art process to research, develop 
ideas and present photographic artworks in response to a chosen theme, demonstrating their 
photographic and editing skills. Students develop their understanding of Media codes and 
conventions, exploring how creators use these to communicate meaning before applying this 
knowledge to their own creative process. 

 

CREATE VISUAL > VISUAL COMMUNICATION 
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview  

Students build on their awareness of how designers communicate ideas with a specific purpose, to a targeted 
audience, using different visual communication design practices and viewpoints. They refine their personal aesthetic 
through their development of knowledge, understanding and skills in making and responding to visual 
communications. Students critically reflect on the contribution of visual communication designers to various historical 
and cultural design movements. They adapt ideas and practices from selected designers and use them to inform their 
own use of aesthetics when producing a range of visual communications. Students extend their understanding of safe 
practices and their understanding of the roles of visual communication designers and their audience in sustainability 

CREATE - THE ARTS 



practices. Students choose to use sustainable materials, media, methods and technologies when making visual 
communications. 

Students must select at least one specialism from The Arts learning area. 

Specialism Name Outline 

Design and Culture 

In Design and Culture, students develop key skills and knowledge associated with architectural, 
communication and industrial design. Students learn technical drawing skills, develop their 
understanding of terminology associated with Visual Communication Design through visual 
analysis and annotations, and follow the design process to create their own visual 
communications.  

Architecture  

Exploring architecture as the art and science of building, students will undertake two design 
projects in this specialism: A beach house design using manual drawing skills, and a retail 
architecture design focusing on digital documentation techniques. They develop their own 
architectural expression whilst accommodating their client’s needs and wants, learning to 
navigate the various design factors at play. They formulate a brief and apply the design process, 
acquiring technical drawing skills, while developing their understanding of construction and 
sustainability. Moving through the 20th century ideologies behind Modernism, Postmodernism 
and Deconstructivism, and developing an understanding of design elements and principles, 
design analysis, and retail design, they discover the relationships between society and the 
architecture it creates. 

 

CREATE VISUAL > MEDIA ARTS 
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview 

Students analyse how values and alternative viewpoints are portrayed in the media artworks they make, interact with 
and distribute. 

Students use intent, structure, setting, characters and genre conventions to evaluate how technical and symbolic 
elements are manipulated to make representations and meaning. They evaluate how social, institutional and ethical 
issues influence the making and use of media artworks. 

Students communicate alternative viewpoints in media artworks for different community and institutional contexts. 
They apply design, production and distribution processes to the media artworks they produce. They also use a range 
of media forms to promote and encourage audience engagement with their production. 

Students must select at least one specialism from The Arts learning area. 

Specialism Name Course Outline 

Be a Filmmaker In Be a Filmmaker, students learn how directors convey themes by analysing stylistic choices. Using 
this knowledge, they then produce a short film. 

World of Films 

Students will develop critical and creative thinking skills with a focus on how culture is portrayed 
through various media platforms, notably films, television and the internet.  Students apply this 
knowledge to analyse directors who convey themes with stylistic choices.  
 
Students will use this knowledge to produce a short fiction whereby they either convey a fictional 
cultural story, or a documentary that analyses a cultural event. They will learn to write in a script 
format, how to use pre-production to plan the shooting of the film, creative and communication 
skills when filming and editing techniques to assemble their film for showcase. 

 

CREATE PERFORMANCE > MUSIC 
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview 

Students interpret, rehearse and perform solo and ensemble repertoire in a range of forms and styles. They demonstrate a 
developing personal voice and technical control, expression and stylistic understanding. They use general listening and specific 
aural skills to enhance their performances and use knowledge of the elements of music, style and notation to compose, document 
and share their music. 



Students aurally and visually analyse works and performances of different styles. They evaluate the use of elements 
of music and defining characteristics from different musical styles. They use their understanding of music making in 
different cultures, times and places to inform and shape their interpretations, performances and compositions. 

Students must select at least one specialism from The Arts learning area. 

Specialism Name Outline 

Becoming a Performer 

In Becoming a Performer, students practise, rehearse and perform music (solo OR ensemble) to 
develop a unique repertoire for performance that is well-suited to the individual. Students 
develop technical, expressive and interpretive skills to perform music with stylistic 
understanding. They learn performance technique: stagecraft, mental preparation, practice 
routine, performance stamina and musical fitness. Students perform a programme of music 
(accompanied) and perform in a concert.   

Making the Musician 
 

In Making the Musician, students learn how to play an instrument and analyse music. Students 
learn how to read music, learn about key musical theory concepts, compositional techniques 
and how to apply this to their own original music composition. Students use notation software 
to develop and experiment with their musical ideas throughout their compositional process. 
Students learn how to play the keyboard and guitar using effective practice techniques, as well 
as developing their music analysis and listening skills by looking at the music elements of 
Duration and Pitch in detail. 

Music Studio 

In Music Studio students use music technology/Digital Audio and musical notation software via 
their learning devices to re-create an existing music track (PBL 1) and compose an original music 
track in their own choice of genre (PBL 2). Students learn different approaches to composing 
music, programming midi tracks, recording audio and mixing tracks.  
 
Students experiment and explore, using a variety of digital instruments and samples, to create 
new combinations of sounds as they develop skills in musical expression and musicianship. 
Original music tracks are produced to a professional standard and included on a ‘Music Studio 
Compilation Album’. Students learn how to develop a personal viewpoint on musical ethics 
including sampling laws and consider implications connected to the rise of electronic music and 
the decline of acoustic/live music due to the extensive availability of music in the digital age. 

Music & Lyrics 

In Music & Lyrics, students learn how to write a song. They analyse musical composition 
through a study of the processes and approaches used by legendary songwriters (protest songs, 
love songs, current topical songs) and use their own favourite songs for research to further 
explore their personal interest in song writing. Students write lyrics using literary devices and 
poetry techniques. 
 
They compose using both traditional manuscript and pen and digital musical notation software 
to consistently evaluate their work using playback functions to edit instrumentation, style and 
musical genre. Students learn music theory and study harmony to create their original scores. 
All compositions are published in a hardcopy ‘Songbook Collection’. Students collaborate to 
perform and record their songs on a compilation album. 

 

CREATE PERFORMANCE > DANCE 
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview  

Students choreograph dances by manipulating and combining the elements of dance, choreographic devices, and form 
and production elements to communicate their choreographic intent. They choreograph, rehearse and perform 
dances, demonstrating safe dance practice and technical and expressive skills appropriate to the style and genre. 

Students analyse choreographers’ use of the elements of dance, choreographic devices, and form and production 
elements to communicate choreographic intent in dances they make, perform and view. They evaluate the impact of 
dance from different cultures, times and locations. 

Students must select at least one specialism from The Arts learning area. 



Specialism Name Outline 

Dance in our Time 

In Dance in our Time, students explore the elements of dance, skills, techniques and processes 
through the practices of choreography, performance and appreciation in Dance in our Time. This 
Specialism includes the study of current popular dance styles such as Jazz/Funk/Hip Hop 
(JFH), K-pop, and Musical Theatre.  As students learn about dance, they broaden their 
experiences of dance genres and styles and use these as a springboard for their making and 
responding in Dance. The unit culminates in students creating dance music videos utilising a 
variety of choreographic devices. 

 

CREATE PERFORMANCE > DRAMA 
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview  

Students develop and sustain different roles and characters to realise dramatic intentions and engage audiences. They 
perform devised and scripted drama in different forms, styles and performance spaces. They plan, direct, produce, 
rehearse and refine performances. They select and use the elements of drama, narrative and structure in directing 
and acting and apply stagecraft. They use performance and expressive skills to convey dramatic action and meaning. 

Students analyse the elements of drama, forms and performance styles and evaluate meaning and aesthetic effect in 
drama they devise, interpret, perform and view. They use experiences of drama practices from different cultures, 
places and times to evaluate drama. 

Students must select at least one specialism from The Arts learning area. 

Specialism Name Outline 

Drama 

In Drama, students learn about the different production roles within Theatre, including lighting 
and sound design, directing, producing, costume and makeup design, set and prop design, and 
acting. Within this unit, students analyse a live theatre production, as well as choose from a 
shortlist of plays to produce and perform for an audience themselves. 

 

  



 

 

HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview 

Students analyse the impact of attitudes and beliefs about diversity on community connection and wellbeing. Students 
access, synthesise and apply health information from credible sources to propose and justify responses to situations 
in the home, in the school and the community. Students propose and evaluate interventions to improve fitness and 
physical activity levels in their communities. They examine the role physical activity has played historically in defining 
cultures and cultural identities. 

They explain the importance of cooperation, leadership and fair play across a range of health and movement contexts. 
They compare and contrast a range of actions that could be undertaken to enhance their own and others’ health, 
safety and wellbeing.  

Students must select at least one specialism from Healthy Lifestyles. 

Specialism Name Course Outline 

Beaumaris Sports 
Enhancement 

 [Year-Long Specialism] 

Students will select a sport to specialise in. Suggestions include Girls AFL, Boys AFL, Cricket, 
Basketball, Netball, Golf, Soccer, Tennis, Athletics and Swimming. However, students may elect 
other sport options. Sports will depend on access to affiliated groups, coaches and facilities.  
 
Students will be exposed to elite sports practices with sport specific coaching provided from 
external affiliates. Students will participate in strength and conditioning sessions facilitated by 
external affiliates. Over the course of the two-year unit, during weekly theory sessions, students 
will learn elite sports practices and sports coaching techniques, apply their knowledge of human 
anatomy and exercise physiology to create training programs and study ethical issues in sport. 

Changing the Status Quo 

In Changing the Status Quo, students explore the health and wellbeing of Australians. They 
develop their understanding of the indicators used to measure and evaluate health status, and 
the factors that contribute to variations between population groups within Australia. Students 
also investigate burden of disease across the global population. They will consider factors that 
contribute to similarities and differences in the health status and burden of disease, including 
access to safe water; sanitation; poverty and gender equality. Further to this, students also 
investigate the role of Aid and Non-Government organisations to then apply their skills, 
knowledge and understanding of how to change the status quo. 

Fit for Life! 

In Fit for Life, students study the importance of participation in physical activity to promote 
optimal health and wellbeing. Students learn about the different types of physical activity that 
people can participate in at different stages over the lifespan. They research the Australian 
Physical Activity and Sedentary Guidelines and investigate the relationship between physical 
inactivity and sedentary behaviour.  
 
Students also analyse the sociocultural influences on physical activity levels and health 
behaviours across the lifespan. Further, students assess whether they are meeting the Australian 
Physical Activity & Sedentary Behaviour Guidelines and devise a SMARTER goal to improve their 
physical activity levels and health and wellbeing. They will design and participate in an 
individualised physical activity plan that aims to help them achieve their SMARTER goal. They 
reflect on their strengths and areas of improvement to assist them achieving their goal. Finally, 
students will investigate the fundamental basics of how to apply first aid in several common 
scenarios. As well as gain their CPR qualification through an external provider. 

Game Set Match 

In Game, Set, Match students experience a variety of different games and sports, to develop their 
skills and understanding of space, effort, time, fair play, objects and people. Students learn about 
strategies and tactics that can be implemented in a net/wall, target, striking and fielding and 
invasion games. Students learn to transfer their understanding from one type of sport to another. 
Further, students have the opportunity to create, develop and implement a game of their own 
innovation. 

HEALTHY LIFESTYLES 



Super Coach 

In Super Coach, students' study different styles of coaching and how coaches are able use their 
knowledge of athletes to coach at different levels of abilities and learning techniques. They 
explore various behaviour management strategies and learn about the different qualities that 
make up a successful coach. Students also examine how coaches can use their personal qualities 
to lead successful sporting team or individual athletes. Furthermore, students' study about skill 
development, creating training sessions and using statistics to enhance athlete performances. 
Students also explore the code of conducts coaches must uphold and develop an understanding 
of the health and safety procedures all coaches must abide. They consider the legal and ethical 
decisions coaches must make, when coaching different levels of athletes. 

The Body Lab 

In The Body Lab, students learn the way the human body responds to exercise by applying the 
concepts of training zones/heart rate and Newtons Laws. They apply the content in practical 
settings and follow this up through writing about their observations in a discussion. Students 
also learn about the different fitness components, training principles and training methods. 
Students then apply this information by assessing a specific fitness component, setting a goal, 
research and design a fitness plan they will participate in. To further enhance their fitness 
program students evaluate their fitness program as well as evaluate a peer's program and apply 
necessary changes. 

The Great Outdoors 

In The Great Outdoors, students learn about the different types of recreation, risk and the science 
behind weather systems to plan for a safe, fun and educational recreation experience. Students 
also evaluate the mental health benefits of outdoor recreation, the cultural influence of 
recreation and compare natural and built recreational experiences. Furthermore, students 
research and design an intervention strategy to overcome an impact of recreation on the 
environment. They use this intervention to increase sustainability and promote positive 
interactions when participating in recreation activities.  They also learn about the influences on 
our recreational interactions, how to participate in recreation activities with minimal impact and 
what technologies exists to reduce the impact of recreation on the environment. 

 

 
 

TECHNOLOGIES > DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES 
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview 

Students explain the control and management of networked digital systems and the data security implications of the 
interaction between hardware, software and users. 

Students explain simple data compression, and why content data are separated from presentation. They take account 
of privacy and security requirements when selecting and validating data and use digital systems to analyse, visualise 
and model salient aspects of data. Students share and collaborate online, establishing protocols for the legal and safe 
use, transmission and maintenance of data and projects. 

Students define and decompose complex problems in terms of functional and non-functional requirements. They 
design and evaluate user experiences and algorithms, and develop and test modular programs, including an object-
oriented program. Students evaluate their solutions and information systems in terms of risk, sustainability and 
potential for innovation. 

Students must select at least one specialism from the Technologies learning area. 

Specialism Name Outline 

Coding 
 

In Coding students explore and are introduced into the world of object oriented programming 
languages such Python ,C# (C Sharp) and HTML. Students learn how to implement and create 
modular programs by applying selected algorithms. Once familiar with a language, students 
design, create and implement their own game. 

TECHNOLOGIES 



Coding 2 
[Year 10 ONLY] 

The emphasis in Coding 2 is on encouraging experiential learning through learning by doing. 
Students will explore and analyse complex issues and problems to then create, apply and deploy 
differing software solutions. Students will follow the relationship between key ideas and 
technologies to create this solution. 

Inventions and Discoveries 

In Inventions and Discoveries, students are introduced to the Systems Engineering Process. 
Following this process, students create designed solutions in response to challenges and 
situations. Students investigate propulsion, aerodynamics, and fabrication processes. Working 
in teams, they design and produce rockets capable of exceeding altitudes of 10 metres. 
Students also respond to the needs of Year 7 BEST by designing and producing learning 
resources. During this challenge, students develop their drawing and CAD (computer aided 
design) skills and knowledge of gear systems. They develop gear trains capable of providing Year 
7 BEST students with hands on experience of relationships between gear ratio, speed, and 
mechanical advantage. 

 

TECHNOLOGIES > DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGIES 
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview 

Students explain how people working in design and technologies occupations consider factors that impact on design 
decisions and the technologies used to create designed solutions. They identify the changes necessary to designed 
solutions to realise preferred futures they have described. When creating designed solutions for identified needs or 
opportunities students evaluate the features of technologies and their appropriateness for purpose for one or more 
of the technologies contexts. 

Students create designed solutions for each of the prescribed technologies contexts based on a critical evaluation of 
needs or opportunities. They establish detailed criteria for success, including sustainability considerations, and use 
these to evaluate their ideas and designed solutions and processes. They generate and connect design ideas and 
processes of increasing complexity and justify decisions. Students communicate and document projects, including 
marketing for a range of audiences. They independently and collaboratively apply sequenced production and 
management plans when producing designed solutions, making adjustments to plans when necessary. They select and 
use appropriate technologies skilfully and safely to produce quality designed solutions suitable for the intended 
purpose. 

Students must select at least one specialism from the Technologies learning area. 

Specialism Name Outline 

Artisanship 
 
 

In Artisanship, students understand the concept of artisanship by learning hands-on skills in the 
technology workshop, and by exploring the arguments for and against the use of manual 
production skills in the 21st Century. Beginning with research on the Industrial Revolution, the 
Luddites and the Arts and Crafts Movement, students learn how the conflict between man and 
machine in the past raises ethical questions and lessons for the direction of technology in the 
future. There is particular focus on societal wellbeing and environmental sustainability in the 
digital machine age.  
 
In order to develop their knowledge of technology in preparation for VCE and their future careers, 
students acquire skills in representing their ideas through manual technical drawing, with a 
specific focus on drawing from imagination, third-angle orthogonal drawing, and technical 
isometric drawing. In addition, students evaluate strategies and sources of support for making 
their product, while participating in online safety training in the use of power tools specific to 
their individual project, as well as in artisan skills and workshop safety protocols in general. They 
interpret their production plan to create a timber cutting list and demonstrate persistence, 
motivation, initiative and decision-making in applying the practical skills they acquire in the 
workshop on-site. 

Sustainable Food Solutions 

In Sustainable Food Solutions, students investigate, plan and produce a sustainable 
dish that targets an ethical issue while considering the environmental, social and 
economic pillars of sustainability. Students explore food insecurity in Australia and 
developing and war-torn countries. They investigate a range of direct and indirect 
strategies that address the issue of food insecurity in Australia. 



You Are What You Eat 

In You Are What You Eat, students learn about the relationship between diet and disease and 
prepare a range of healthy foods that contain therapeutic food to reduce disease. Students 
examine foods that decrease the risk of diet related disease and find supporting and disputing 
research of efficacy. Students investigate how food myths and fads have been challenged and 
community perspectives shifted. 

 

 

 

FRENCH 
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview 

Students use written and spoken French to socialise with peers, teachers and other French speakers in local contexts and online 
environments. They communicate about immediate and personal interests and involvements (family, friends, interests), and some 
broader social and cultural issues (health, social media, international experience, the environment). They approximate rhythms 
and intonation patterns of extended and compound sentences, using syllable combinations, and building fluency and accuracy in 
pronunciation, pitch and stress. They locate, interpret and analyse information from different print, digital and community 
sources, and communicate information, ideas and views in a range of contexts using different modes of presentation. They use 
expressive and descriptive vocabulary to talk about feelings and experiences. They create imaginative and performative texts for 
a range of purposes such as, entertaining or persuading. They use French to narrate and describe, matching modes of presentation 
to context and intended audience. They create bilingual texts (guides, event commentaries, cultural glossaries), and interpret 
observed interactions in terms of cultural practices and comparisons. 

Students recognise differences between spoken and written forms of French, comparing these with English and other known 
languages. They recognise the importance of non-verbal elements of communication, such as facial expressions, gestures and 
intonation. They notice differences in familiar text types, such as greetings, instructions and menus, commenting on differences 
in language features and text structures. They build metalanguage for talking about language (formal and informal language, body 
language) and for reflecting on the experience of French language and culture learning. They recognise relationships between 
parts of words (suffixes, prefixes) and stems of words (préparer, préparation; le marché, le supermarché, l’hypermarché). Students 
recognise the validity of different perspectives, and make comparisons across languages and cultures, drawing from texts which 
relate to familiar routines and daily life (la vie scolaire, la famille, les courses, les loisirs, la cuisine). They explain to others French 
terms and expressions that reflect cultural practices (bon appétit, bonne fête). They reflect on their own cultural identity in light 
of their experience of learning French, noticing how their ideas and ways of communicating are influenced by their membership 
of cultural groups. 

It is anticipated that students choosing this Specialism have previous studies in the preceding year within this language.  This 
is a year-long specialism

JAPANESE 
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview 

Students use written and spoken Japanese to interact with peers, the teacher and other Japanese speakers to exchange 
information and opinions about personal interests and experiences. With support they share information about broader topics of 
interest, such as education, travel, sport, teenage life and popular culture. When collaborating in shared tasks and activities, they 
use set phrases and modelled language to transact and make arrangements, for example, asking what somebody is doing next 
week and responding in a culturally sensitive way. Students ask and respond to questions, such as ‘how many?’ using spontaneous 
language. They provide explanations, opinions and reasons using the appropriate grammar forms. They maintain and extend 
interactions by requesting repetition or clarification and by using culturally appropriate backchanneling and provide opportunities 
for others to do so. Students read and write hiragana and known kanji, read katakana, and write familiar katakana words, including 
elongated vowels, double consonants and contractions. They analyse and extract information from a range of spoken and written 
texts and multimodal sources. They understand gist and predict the meaning of unfamiliar words and expressions from context, 
grammatical and vocabulary knowledge. Students create and present informative and imaginative texts, considering audience and 
purpose and using appropriate grammar patterns. They extend or qualify their message by using adverbs and link ideas by using 
conjunctions. Students translate and interpret texts, explaining words and expressions that are difficult to translate and those 

LANGUAGES 



with embedded cultural meanings, such as those when exiting or returning to a home. They describe their reactions to intercultural 
experiences and reflect on how their own assumptions and identity influence and are influenced by their language use. 

Students identify the functions of different scripts within texts: how hiragana is used for particles, conjunctions, and verb and 
adjective endings; katakana for borrowed words and some onomatopoeia; and kanji for nouns and verb and adjective stems. They 
apply their understanding of kanji to identify word boundaries and know its role in assisting with the identification of linguistic 
elements. They understand that languages change over time through contact with other languages and cultures and identify the 
impact of technology and media on contemporary forms of communication, for example, the widespread adoption of English 
terms into Japanese, such as copipe for copy-paste. Students explain how Japanese cultural values such as the importance of 
community, in and out groups, respect, and consideration for others are embedded in language. 

It is anticipated that students choosing this Specialism have previous studies in the preceding year within this language.  This 
is a year-long specialism. 

 

 

HISTORY 
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview 

Students refer to significant events, the actions of individuals and groups, and beliefs and values to identify and 
evaluate the patterns of change and continuity over time. They analyse the causes and effects of events and 
developments and explain their significance. They explain the context for people’s actions in the past. Students 
evaluate the significance of events and analyse the developments from a range of perspectives. They evaluate the 
different interpretations of the past and recognise the evidence used to support these interpretations. 

Students sequence events and developments within a chronological framework and identify relationships between 
events across different places and periods of time. They locate and select historical sources and identify their origin, 
purpose and content features. Students explain the context of these sources to identify motivations, values and 
attitudes. They compare and contrast historical sources and evaluate their accuracy, usefulness and reliability. 
Students analyse the different perspectives of people in the past and evaluate how these perspectives are influenced 
by the significant events, ideas, location, beliefs and values. They evaluate different historical interpretations and 
contested debates. Students construct and communicate an argument about the past using a range of reliable sources 
of evidence. In developing these texts and organising and presenting their arguments, they use historical terms and 
concepts, evidence identified in sources, and they use consistent referencing of these sources. 

Students must select at least one specialism from Our World and have studied a minimum of one History and one 
Geography across Years 9 & 10. 

Unit Course Outline 

Events that Changed the 
World 

In Events that Changed the World, students refer to significant events, the actions of individuals 
and groups, and beliefs and values to identify and evaluate the patterns of change and 
continuity over time. By studying World War One, they analyse the causes and effects of events 
and developments and explain their significance. They explain the context for people’s actions 
in the past and evaluate the significance of events and analyse the developments from a range 
of perspectives.  
 
Students also complete an inquiry task on a significant event of their choosing, where they 
analyse the different perspectives of people in the past and evaluate how these perspectives 
are influenced by the significant events, ideas, location, beliefs and values, presenting their 
findings through a range of newspaper articles. They evaluate different historical interpretations 
and contested debates and construct and communicate an argument about the past using a 
range of reliable sources of evidence. 

OUR WORLD 



Modern Empires 

In Modern Empires, students embark on a voyage through time to explore the rise and fall of 
empires throughout the Modern Age. Beginning with the present-day world powers of Europe, 
Asia and North America, students will travel backwards through time, stopping by the US and 
USSR during the Cold War, The British, Russian and Ottoman Empires around the time of World 
War I, through to the Qing Dynasty and the imperial maritime powers Spain, Portugal, France, 
Britain and the Netherlands at the dawn of the Age of Enlightenment.  
 
As they uncover political crises, examine technological developments, investigate wars and 
debate ideologies, students develop skills in source analysis and historical interpretation while 
they seek to understand the constructive-destructive paradox of empires in the modern world 
and their mysterious sway over human existence.  

Our Story 

Students will analyse history and patterns of change from 1750 to the present from a variety of 
perspectives including women, First Nations and marginalised groups. They will evaluate how 
different historical interpretations are influenced by significant events, ideas, beliefs and values.  
They will investigate society, science, media, work, war, family, politics and sport through the 
lens of gender.   They will learn about how women led movements for rights and freedoms 
across Australia and the world. They will identify the motivations, values and attitudes that have 
changed the role of women over time.  Students will draw conclusions about why women have 
or have not found equality throughout history. They will locate areas which could be improved 
regarding gender equality. 

Horrifying Histories 

In Horrible Histories, students analyse how World War II started and explore the rise of the Nazi 
party and the human suffering and strength displayed during the time of the Holocaust. 
Students analysed significant events, the actions of individuals and groups, and beliefs and 
values to identify and evaluate the patterns of change and continuity over time. They analyse 
the causes and effects of events and developments and explain their significance. They explain 
the context for people’s actions in the past. Students evaluate the significance of events and 
analyse the developments from a range of perspectives.  
 
They evaluate the different interpretations of the past and recognise the evidence used to 
support these interpretations. Students sequence events and developments within a 
chronological framework and identify relationships between events across different places and 
periods of time. They locate and select historical sources and identify their origin, purpose and 
content features. Students explain the context of these sources to identify motivations, values 
and attitudes. They compare and contrast historical sources and evaluate their accuracy, 
usefulness and reliability. Students analyse the different perspectives of people in the past and 
evaluate how these perspectives are influenced by the significant events, ideas, location, beliefs 
and values. 

 
GEOGRAPHY 
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview 

Students predict changes in the characteristics of places over time and identify implications of change for the future. 
They identify, analyse, and explain significant spatial distributions and patterns and significant interconnections within 
and between places, and identify and evaluate their implications, over time and at different scales. They evaluate 
alternative views on a geographical challenge and alternative strategies to address this challenge, using 
environmental, social and economic criteria, explaining the predicted outcomes and further consequences and 
drawing a reasoned conclusion. 

They ethically collect relevant geographical data and information from reliable and useful sources. They select, 
organise and represent data and information in different forms, using appropriate digital and spatial technologies and 
through special purpose maps that conform to cartographic conventions. They analyse and evaluate geographical 
data, maps and information using digital and spatial technologies and Geographical Information Systems as 
appropriate to develop identifications, descriptions, explanations and conclusions that use geographical terminology. 



Students must select at least one specialism from Our World and have studied a minimum of one History and one 
Geography across Years 9 & 10. 

Name Outline 

Geography of Bees 

In Geography of Bees, students discover the secret life of bees by learning about bee behaviour, 
jobs within the hive and the bee lifecycle. They learn about different methods of keeping bees 
and visit a bee farm where they inspected hives and learn how to identify different types of 
bees. Students explore bee's significance in sustainability by learning about where food is 
produced, and the important role bees play in ensuring there is enough food to support a 
growing global population. Students investigate how bee populations are affected by changing 
environments over time and conducted fieldwork research to answer a unique investigation 
question of their choice. They make recommendations for reducing negative impacts on bee 
populations in the future and plan to celebrate World Bee Day. 
 

Poverty and Power 

In Poverty and Power, students explore different ways of measuring and mapping human 
wellbeing and development and examine how these can be applied to measure differences 
between places. Students investigate reasons and consequences for spatial variations in human 
wellbeing, issues affecting the development of places and their impact on human wellbeing in 
India and a country of their choice. They also assess the effectiveness of current initiatives in 
addressing the causes and consequences of human wellbeing issues by international and 
national government and non-government organisations in Australia and other countries. 
Students identify, analyse and explain significant spatial distributions and patterns, and identify 
and evaluate their implications over time and at different scales. Students analyse and evaluate 
data, maps and other geographical information using digital and spatial technologies and 
Geographical Information Systems, to develop identifications, descriptions, explanations and 
conclusions that use geographical terminology. 

Sustainable Development 

In Sustainable Development, students learn about population growth and urban expansion. 
They explore the impacts of urban expansion on the environment on a local, regional and global 
scale. For their PBL they learn about megacities and create a case study on a mega city of their 
choice. Students learn about coastal change management and study the local coastal landscape 
by completing fieldwork excursions to local bayside beaches. They gather evidence and identify 
different coastal landforms caused by waves and erosion. They collaboratively design their own 
PBL and create a unique investigation question and gather data to inform their 
recommendations for coastal management over time.  Students use digital technologies that 
include mapping and forecasting to contrast changes to our local environment with global 
examples. 

 

CIVICS & CITIZENSHIP 
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview 

Students evaluate features of Australia’s political system and identify and analyse the influences on people’s electoral 
choices. They compare and evaluate the key features and values of systems of government and analyse Australia’s 
global roles and responsibilities. They analyse the role of the High Court and explain how Australia’s international legal 
obligations influence law and government policy. They explain the key principles of Australia’s system of justice and 
analyse the role of Australia’s court system. They analyse a range of factors that influence identities and attitudes to 
diversity. Students evaluate a range of factors that sustain democratic societies and analyse ways they can be active 
and informed citizens in different contexts, considering multiple perspectives and ambiguities. 

 

Name Outline 



It’s Your World: How Do We Fix It? 

The world is full of problems, but without the right tools they’ll never be fixed. In this 
specialism students are introduced to a range of perspectives typical of different 
domains within the social sciences – such as psychology, sociology, criminology and 
economics – and learn how each of these ‘tools of thought’ aim to fix the world’s 
problems.  Each perspective influences how issues within our world are 
conceptualised, identified and problematised. As such, potential solutions to any issue 
in our world are defined by the perspective, or the tools, adopted. Students will learn 
the hallmarks of each perspective, the type of research each perspective undertakes 
and how each perspective might propose solutions. Equipped with an expanded range 
of tools students will collaboratively investigate a problem, before planning and 
undertaking an extended investigation on a problem or issue of their own choosing.  

 

ECONOMICS & BUSINESS 
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview 

Students explain the importance of managing consumer and business financial risks and rewards and analyse the 
different strategies that may be used when making decisions. They explain the nature of innovation and why 
businesses need to create a competitive advantage. Students discuss ways that this may be achieved and the 
enterprising behaviours and capabilities that could be developed by individuals to assist the work and business 
environments. Students analyse the reasons why and how the work environment is changing and discuss the 
implications this has for individuals, businesses and the economy. Students identify economics and business trends, 
explain relationships and make predictions. They generate alternative responses to familiar, unfamiliar and complex 
problems considering multiple perspectives, and using cost-benefit analysis and appropriate criteria to propose and 
justify a course of action. Students analyse the intended and unintended effects of economic and business decisions 
and the potential consequences of alternative actions. 

Name Outline 

Money and Markets 

In Money and Markets, students analyse the second-hand car market by considering 
the purchase of their first car and the responsibilities that come with being a car 
owner. They play the ASX share market game to learn about investing in stocks and 
the importance of portfolio diversification. Students examine the housing market, 
firstly by looking at recent property sales and identifying a potential unit/apartment to 
buy, and then by investigating the factors to consider when selling a home. Lastly, 
students learn about Australia's progressive income tax system and its role in 
achieving greater equity in the distribution of income. 

 

  



 

 

 
Students will choose from a range of specialisms in Year 9 and 10. These are not prerequisites for the VCE studies 
listed.  They are specialisms that provide an introduction and the foundational knowledge in learning areas.  

SPECIALISM VCE Study Links 
Communicate & Relate 

Be an Author English, Literature 

Cultural Lens English, English Language, Literature 

Don't Stop the Music English, English Language, Literature 

Film as Text English, Literature 

Games as Texts English, Literature 

Good and Evil English, Philosophy, Politics 

Novel into Film  English, Literature 

Heritage to Hip-Hop English, English Language, Literature 

The Beaumaris Bards English, English Language, Literature, Drama 

The Greatest Novels of All Time English, Literature 

The Hopes and Horrors of Humanity  English, English Language, Literature, Sociology 

Words at Work English, English Language 

Maths 

An Introduction to Differential Calculus Maths Methods, Further Maths, Algorithmics 

An Introduction to Integral Calculus Maths Methods, Further Maths, Algorithmics 

INNOVATE 

INNOVATE Extended Investigation (Unit 3 & 4) 

BEST 

Be a Vet Biology 

Cooking with Chemistry Chemistry 

CSI: Crime Scene Investigation Biology, Psychology 

DNA to Dinosaurs Biology, Chemistry 

Driving the Future Physics, Chemistry, Environmental Science 

Eye of the Atom Chemistry, Physics 

Marine Sanctuary Biology, Environmental Science 

Survival Skills Chemistry, Physics 

YEAR 9 & 10 SPECIALISM LINKS TO VCE COURSES 

 

          

    



The Big Bang Physics 

CREATE Visual > Visual Arts 

Art and Soul Studio Art 

ART-iculate Studio Art 

Life Through the Lens Studio Art, Media 

Snapshot Studio Art, Media 

The HeART of It  Studio Art 

CREATE Visual > Visual Communication Design 

Design and Culture  
Visual Communication Design, Product Design & 
Technology  

Architecture 
Visual Communication Design, Product Design & 
Technology 

CREATE Visual > Media Arts 

Be a Film Maker Media 

World of Films  Media 

CREATE Performance > Music 

Becoming a Performer  Music Performance, Music Industry 

Making the Musician  Music Performance, Music Industry 

Music and Lyrics Music Performance, Music Industry 

Music Studio Music Performance, Music Industry 

CREATE Performance > Dance 

Dance in our Time Dance 

CREATE Performance > Drama 

Drama Drama, Theatre Studies 

Healthy Lifestyles 

Beaumaris Sports Enhancement Physical Education 

Changing the Status Quo Health and Human Development 

Fit for Life! Physical Education, Health and Human Development 

Game Set Match Physical Education 

Super Coach Physical Education 

The Body Lab Physical Education 

The Great Outdoors 
Outdoor and Environmental Studies, Environmental 
Science 

Technologies > Digital Technologies 



Coding Systems Engineering, Algorithmics, Applied Computing 

Coding 2 Systems Engineering, Algorithmics, Applied Computing 

Inventions and Discoveries Systems Engineering, Algorithmics, Applied Computing 

Technologies > Design & Technologies 

Artisanship  Product Design and Technology 

Sustainable Food Solutions Food Studies, Geography, Health and Human Development 

You are What You Eat Food Studies, Health and Human Development 

Languages 

French French 

Japanese Japanese 

Our World > History 

Events that Changed the World History, Sociology 

Modern Empires History, Australian and Global Politics 

Our Story History, Sociology, Politics 

Horrible Histories History, Sociology, Australian and Global Politics 

Our World > Geography 

Geography of bees Geography, Environmental Science 

Poverty and Power History, Sociology, Australian and Global Politics 

Sustainable Development  Geography, Environmental Science 

Our World > Civics & Citizenship 

It’s Your World: How Do We Fix It? 
Sociology, Psychology, Economics, Australian and Global 
Politics, Extended Investigation (Year 12 Only) 

Our World > Economics & Business 

Money and Markets  Economics, Legal Studies 

 

 

  



GLOSSARY OF VCE TERMS

ATAR - Australian Tertiary Admission Rank A student’s 
ATAR is determined by VTAC using the student’s scaled 
study scores. The ATAR is a percentile which ranks students 
for the purpose of tertiary selection.  

Authentication The process of ensuring that work 
submitted by students for assessment is genuinely their 
own. Teachers monitor the completion of students’ work.  

Career Education Funding (CEF) A program, including 
course counselling, which assist students make informed 
choices about possible future directions.  

DES - Derived Exam Score An estimated score for a 
particular exam which may be used under Special Provision.  

EAL - English as an Additional Language For VCE students 
who have studied less than seven years in English 
instruction. Students must meet VCCA criteria to enrol as 
an EAL student, previously known as ESL (English as a 
Second Language).  

GAT - General Achievement Test All students undertaking a 
Unit 3 & 4 sequence must sit this three-hour test in June. 
GATs are used by VCAA to monitor school assessments and 
for the determination of a DES and may be used to assist 
with selection into tertiary courses.  

Learning Outcomes What a student must know or be able 
to do by the time she has finished the Unit.  

Part-time Apprenticeships and Traineeships Students who 
receive training as part of their casual employment and 
receive credit towards their VCE.  

School Assessment Tasks (SATs) Tasks done in class time to 
assess performance in Art, Media, Studio Arts Visual Design, 
Food Technology and Design and Technology studies.  

‘S’ or ‘N’  These letters mean ‘S’ for satisfactory (pass) or ‘N’ 
not satisfactory (not passed). 

School Assessed Coursework (SACs) Work done, mainly in 
class time, to assess performance in Units 3 & 4. Set and 
marked by teachers according to VCAA (Victorian 
Curriculum & Assessment Authority) specifications.  
 
School Based Apprenticeships and Traineeships (SBAT) 
Students undertake training and employment with an 
employer which is an integral part of the school learning 
program and study timetable.  
 
Semester One half of the academic year. A unit of study 
lasts for one semester.  
 

 
 
Sequence A sequence is a Unit 3 followed by Unit 4. One of 
the requirements for passing the VCE is the successful 
completion of four Unit 3 & 4 sequences.  
 
Special Consideration 
 
Student Program This is the total package of VCE, and VET 
studies normally taken over two years.  
 
Study/Studies Subject(s) English, Biology, Further Maths 
etc  
 
Study Design this is the curriculum documentation 
outlining all the required key skills and knowledge within a 
specific study 
 
Study Score this indicates how a student performed in 
relation to all other students in the state who took the 
study. It is calculated using the student’s final scores for 
School-assessed Coursework, School-assessed Tasks, 
externally assessed Tasks and examinations for each study 
and is scored out of 50 
 
 
TAFE - Technical and Further Education TAFE Institutes 
offer post-secondary courses.  
 
Unit Each VCE study is divided into 4 units. Each unit lasts 
one semester. Units 1 & 2 are normally at Year 11 level, and 
Units 3 & 4 are normally at Year 12 level.  
 
VCAA - Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority The 
accrediting and authorising body responsible for overseeing 
the VCE.  
 
VCE Victorian Certificate of Education – this is senior 
secondary certificate of education; it incorporates both a 
General Curriculum and Vocational Specialisation pathway 
 
VET Vocational Education and Training – this training is 
provided by Registered Training Organisations and provide 
a hands-on learning experience with the VCE studies in 
both General or Vocational Specialism pathways 
 
VCE/VET This refers to the expanding range of nationally 
recognised vocational studies now integrated within the 
VCE.  
 
Vocational Specialisation – This is the applied vocational 
pathway within the VCE, this incorporates VET and 
structured workplace learning and other VCE subjects 
 
VTAC - Victorian Tertiary Admissions Centre The body 
responsible for the administration of the application and 
offer selection processes on behalf 

  



 

 

SPECIALISM 2023 
COSTS RESOURCE BREAKDOWN  EXTRA CURRICLUAR 

ACTIVITIES  

 EXTRA 
CURRICULAR 

EVENTS PAY AS 
YOU GO COSTS  

Year 9 Communicate & Relate 

Be an Author $0.00   
 Incursions x2 author 
talks per semester 
($30)  

$30.00 

Cultural Lens $0.00     $0.00 

Games as text $0.00   Excursion $45 to 
Games Convention  $45.00 

Good and Evil $0.00     $0.00 

Film as Text $0.00    Film excursion - 
Village Cinema ticket   $18.50 

Greatest Novels of All Times $0.00     $0.00 
Year 10 Communicate & Relate 

Beaumaris Bards  $0.00   Incursion & 
excursions  $65.00 

Don’t Stop the music  $0.00   

 Hip Hop Lyric 
Writing workshop 
($25) Transport to 
workshop $20 each 
(alternately students 
can use their own 
Myki to get into city)   

$45.00 

Novel into Film  $0.00     $0.00 
Heritage to Hip Hop  $0.00     $0.00 

The Hopes & Horrors of 
Humanity  $0.00   

 Jewish Museum 
excursion ($20)   
  

$35.00 

Words at Work $0.00   

 Incursion: guest 
speaker $15 In line 
with our studies on 
sociolinguistics we 
want to invite a 
linguist to come to 
speak with our 
students  

$15.00 

Mathematics 
Mathematics - Year 9 $0.00     $0.00 
Mathematics - Year 10 $0.00     $0.00 
Maths Pathways – Year 10 $0.00     $0.00  
Introduction to Calculus - 
Year 9 Only $0.00     $0.00 

Integral Calculus - Year 10 
Only $0.00     $0.00 

 

Year 9 Innovate  $0.00   
 The Boss Program 
($20) Project S2 
$100)  

$120.00 

Year 10 Beyond $0.00     $120.00 
GOAL 

YEAR 9 & 10 SPECIALISM COSTS 

 

      



GOAL 9/10 $8.00 
Resource Materials that 
are based on termly 
GOAL activities: $8 

Wellbeing day: $40 $40.00 

BEST 

Be a Vet $0.00   

 Myuna Farm 
excursion: ($105.00) · 
Small animal 
Husbandry · Equine 
Husbandry · Nursing 
and Management of 
native animals 
Elisabeth Murdoch 
College Visit ($50)  

$155.00 

Cooking with Chemistry $60.00 

$60 for food and 
scientific experiments. 
Students typically engage 
in one cooking session or 
one experiment each 
week.   

  $0.00 

CSI: Crime Scene 
Investigations - Forensic 
Science 

$35.00 
$35- This covers 
materials for 3 pracs 
across the semester   

 One incursion  $20  $20.00 

DNA to Dinosaurs $20.00 Practical Activities - $20  

 Bio eyes incursion - 
$20  
Beaumaris Bay Fossil 
Excursion - $45  
  

$55.00 

Driving the Future $30.00 

Consumables $30 – 
Electronic components, 
batteries, motors etc for 
investigation and PBL 
outcomes    

  $30 Road Smart 
Excursion- Sandown-   

$30.00 

Green Chemistry $30.00 

Consumables $30- 
Chemicals and 
equipment for Scientific 
Inquiries  

  $0.00 

Marine Sanctuary $15.00 
Resources for Practical 
Activities 
$15                                                

Ricketts Point 
Snorkelling 
excursions ($180)  
Portsea Excursion 
($150)  
Excursions – Field 
Trips to Ricketts 
Point ($60)  

$390.00 

Survival Skills $25.00 Consumable PBL building 
($15) & Chemicals ($10) 

Bushcraft Survival 
Australia 3 day camp 
($285.00)  

$285.00 

The Big Bang $2.00 PBL materials $2 

Australian 
Synchrotron 
Excursion ($20) + 
travel ($30)*  

$50.00 

 
CREATE | Visual  



Architecture $80.00 

Materials & equipment 
such as: 
• $40 of materials: 
cartridge paper, mount 
board, drafting film, 
foam core, presentation 
boards, inks, markers,  
• $10 fine liners 
• $20 T-square* 
• $15 set squares* 
• $10 60cm steel ruler*   

CBD excursion ($40)  $40.00 

Art-iculate $50.00 

Papers, pastels, pencils, 
charcoal, inks, paints, 
canvasses, print making 
materials, clay, glazes, 
kiln $50  

 Excursion to city art 
spaces $60    $60.00 

Art and Soul $50.00 

Papers, pastels, pencils, 
charcoal, inks, paints, 
canvasses, print making 
materials, clay, glazes, 
kiln $50  

Excursion to city art 
spaces $60  $60.00 

Be a Filmmaker $0.00     $0.00 
Design & Culture $55.00 Materials ($55)   City Excursion $40   $40.00 
World of Films $0.00    Incursion  $15.00 

Life through the Lens $20.00 

Student Printing Credit 
$10  
Mounting Prints $5  
Maintenance of cameras 
$5 

 Cranbourne Gardens 
Excursion $60   $20.00 

Snapshot $20.00 

Student Printing Credit 
$10  
Mounting Prints $5  
Maintenance of cameras 
$5  

Street Art – Hosier 
Lane Excursion $60  $60.00 

The HeART of it $50.00 

Papers, pastels, pencils, 
charcoal, inks, paints, 
canvasses, print making 
materials, clay $50 

 Excursion to city art 
spaces $60 per 
student   

$60.00 

CREATE | Performance 
Becoming a Performer $0.00   Performance $90.00 
Dance in our Time $0.00 Resources  Australian Ballet $80.00 

Drama $0.00   
Theatre 
performances $100 
X2  

$200.00 

Making the Musician $5.00 Instrument maintenance 
($5) 

Excursion to the 
Melbourne 
Symphony Orchestra 
Education Program 
($80)  
Masterclass/Incursio
n ($6) 

$86.00 

Music Studio $40.00 

Ableton Live license 
update ($30)  
Instrument hire – MIDI 
keyboards & 
microphones $10 

 Excursion Music 
Recording ($30)   $30.00 



Music and Lyrics $38.00 

SoundTrap license ($8)  
Instrument hire – MIDI 
keyboards, keyboards, 
guitars, amps & 
microphones ($10)  
Published Songbook ($20 

 Excursion to music 
concert ($30)     

Healthy Lifestyles 

Sports Enhancement (year 
long Specialism) - Please note 
the costs of coaching is $993 

$0.00   

 Sport Specific 
Session with External 
Coach X 35 @$20 a 
session - $700   
BASE Athletic 
Development Session 
X 35 @ $7 a session - 
$243   
BASE Fitness Testing 
X 2 Session @$25 
each session - $50   

$993.00 

Changing the Status Quo $0.00    excursions   $50.00 

Fit for Life $0.00 

  

Excursion to Squash 
Moorabbin ($100)  
Excursion to Bounce 
($25) 

$125.00 

Games Set Match $0.00   

Transport $20  
Archery Wars- $21  
Ice skating and 
curling- $24  
 
  

$65.00 

Super Coach $5.00 Whistle $5   $0.00 

The Body Lab $0.00   

Excursion to a local 
fitness gym to use 
their Heart Rate 
monitoring tools. 
($25)   

$25.00 

The Great Outdoors $0.00   

2 x 2 day camp 
($600)  
 
3 x day trips ($400)  
 
  

$1,000.00 

Technologies 

Artisanship $140.00 

Timber, Argenteum 
silver, solder, flux, acrylic, 
glue, screws, nails, rivets, 
hingers, domino joints, 
resin, silicone moulding, 
sandpaper, oil, stain, 
varnish & lacquer, paint, 
drill bits, scroll saw 
blades, gloves, cloths, 
chemicals, paintbrushes  

  $0.00 

Coding $0.00     $0.00 

Coding 2 (Year 10 Only) $0.00   

Excursion - 
Melbourne 
International Games 
week $40  

$40.00 



Inventions and Discoveries $80.00 

Students design and 
produce engineering 
solutions to a budget.    
Fabrication supplies 
(timber, acrylic, 3D 
printing filament and 
supplies, glue, etc.)   
Mechanical components 
(gears and gearboxes, 
shafts, wheels etc.)   
Electrical components 
(micro controllers, 
motors, motor 
controllers, sensors, etc.) 

 Top Designs $30  $30.00 

Sustainable Food Solutions $160.00 

$150 for food for 
practical sessions and 
PBL Students alternate 
between cooking once 
and twice a week   $10 
for beeswax and cotton 
to make beeswax wraps.   

Ceres farming for our 
future excursion 
$20pp+$20 for bus    

$40.00 

You are what you Eat:  Food 
as Medicine $225.00 

2x Food practical 
sessions per week and 
PBL $225  

 $25 per student 
Queen Vic Market 
Excursion (students 
to use own Myki 
cards)   

$25.00 

Languages 

French Yr. 9 $10.00 Assessments ($10)  Excursion ($45)  $45.00 

French Yr. 10 $10.00 Assessments ($10) 

French Film Festival 
and French 
Restaurant 
Immersive 
Experience ($70). 

$70.00 

Japanese Yr. 9 $5.00 Assessments ($5) 

City Experience 
Excursion Lunch 
($35)   
Cooking ($10) 

$45.00 

Japanese Yr. 10 $5.00 Assessments ($5) 

City Experience 
Excursion Lunch 
($35)   
Cooking ($10) 

$45.00 

Our World 

Geography of Bees $10.00 Resource materials  

 Ben’s Bees Incursion 
($17) 
Bob’s Beekeeping 
Excursion ($57)  
  

$74.00 

Events that changed the 
world $0.00     $0.00 

Horrifying Histories $0.00    Holocaust Museum 
($22.50)  $22.50 

Modern Empires $0.00  Immigration Museum 
& Historical tour  $55.00 

Money and Markets $0.00     $0.00 
Our Story $0.00     $0.00 
Poverty and Power $0.00     $0.00 

Sustainable Development $10.00 Resources $10 Fieldtrips to local 
beaches ($55)  $55.00 



It’s Your World: How Do We 
Fix It?     $0.00    Incursions of 

industry speakers  $50.00 

Whole School Charges  

Essential Learning Items  $215.00 

Compass Access and 
cards ($30), Library 
Systems ($5) 
IT/Internet supports and 
IT Security ($80), 
Photocopying across all 
learning areas (100) 

  $0.00 

Curriculum Innovation $200.00 

 
enables us to offer a 
more creative, more 
inspiring education that 
extends beyond the 
standard curriculum.  It 
provides your students 
with opportunities to: 
Work with experts from a 
range of professions and 
fields 
Learn in the outdoors 
Develop 21 century skills 
such as robotics and 
biomechanics 

  $0.00 

College Carnivals $0.00   

College Swimming 
Sports, Athletics, 
Cross Country and 
College House events 

$40.00 

 
 
  



 

 
 

APPLIED COMPUTING 
Are you interested in…?  Creating digital solutions to solve problems, managing threats to data, information and software 
security, understanding information systems including people, processes, data and digital systems, computational design and 
systems thinking    
Career pathways bullseye: Computing, Maths, Metal Work and Engineering  
VCAA Study Page  
 
Unit 1: APPLIED COMPUTING  
In this unit students are introduced to the stages of the problem-solving methodology. Students focus on how data can be used 
within software tools such as databases and spreadsheets to create data visualisations, and the use of programming languages 
to develop working software solutions.  
In Area of Study 1, as an introduction to data analytics, students respond to a teacher-provided analysis of requirements and 
designs to identify and collect data in order to present their findings as data visualisations. They present work that includes 
database, spreadsheet and data visualisations solutions. In Area of Study 2 students select and use a programming language to 
create a working software solution. Students prepare, document and monitor project plans and engage in all stages of the 
problem-solving methodology.  
  
Unit 2: APPLIED COMPUTING  
In this unit students focus on developing innovative solutions to needs or opportunities that they have identified, and propose 
strategies for reducing security risks to data and information in a networked environment.  
In Area of Study 1 students work collaboratively and select a topic for further study to create an innovative solution in an area of 
interest. The innovative solution can be presented as a proof of concept, a prototype or a product. Students engage in all areas of 
the problem-solving methodology. In Area of Study 2, as an introduction to cybersecurity, students investigate networks and the 
threats, vulnerabilities and risks to data and information. They propose strategies to protect the data accessed using a network.  
 

ART – MAKING AND EXHIBITING 
Are you interested in…?  Art introduces students to the role and practices of artists. Students develop an understanding of the 
way artists work in a range of cultures and periods of time and the artists’ perceptions. Students then develop their skills by 
undertaking the artistic process to produce original works. 
Career pathways bullseye:  Art, Industrial Arts, Textiles and Design     
VCAA Study Page 
  
Unit 1: EXPLORE, EXPAND AND INVESTIGATE 
Students explore materials, techniques and processes in a range of art forms. They expand their knowledge and understanding of 
the characteristics, properties and application of materials used in art making. They explore selected materials to understand how 
they relate to specific art forms and how they can be used in the making of artworks. Students also explore the historical 
development of specific art forms and investigate how the characteristics, properties and use of materials and techniques have 
changed over time.  
Students explore the different ways artists use materials, techniques and processes. The students’ exploration and 
experimentation with materials and techniques stimulates ideas, inspires different ways of working and enables a broad 
understanding of the specific art forms. Their exploration and experimentation is documented in both visual and written form in 
a Visual Arts journal.  
 
Unit 2: UNDERSTAND, DEVELOP AND RESOLVE 
Students continue to research how artworks are made by investigating how artists use aesthetic qualities to represent ideas in 
artworks. They broaden their investigation to understand how artworks are displayed to audiences, and how ideas are represented 
to communicate meaning.  
Students respond to a set theme and progressively develop their own ideas. Students learn how to develop their ideas using 
materials, techniques and processes, and art elements and art principles. They consolidate these ideas to plan and make finished 
artworks, reflecting on their knowledge and understanding of the aesthetic qualities of artworks. The planning and development 
of at least one finished artwork are documented in their Visual Arts journal. 
Students investigate how artists use art elements and art principles to develop aesthetic qualities and style in an artwork. Working 
in their Visual Arts journal they begin to discover and understand how each of the art elements and art principles can be combined 
to convey different emotions and expression in their own and others’ artworks. They also explore how art elements and art 
principles create visual language in artworks.  

Students begin to understand how exhibitions are planned and designed and how spaces are organised for exhibitions. They also 
investigate the roles associated with the planning of exhibitions and how artworks are selected and displayed in specific spaces.  

UNIT 1 & 2 OFFERINGS FOR YEAR 10 
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AUSTRALIAN & GLOBAL POLITICS 
Are you interested in…?   Power – who has it, how do they get it, and how do they use it? Politics is the study of  political, social, 
cultural and economic forces through national and global events, issues, and conflicts.  
    
Career pathways bullseye: Social Sciences   
VCAA Study Page  
  
Unit 1: IDEAS, ACTORS AND POWER  
in this unit students are introduced to the key ideas relating to the exercise of political power. They explore how these ideas shape 
political systems and in particular the characteristics of liberalism. They consider the nature of power in Australian democracy and 
in a non-democratic political system. They also explore the nature and influence of key political actors in Australia: political parties, 
interest groups and the media. All these forms of participation in Australian democracy influence the political agenda.  
  
Unit 2: GLOBAL CONNECTIONS  
This unit introduces students to the global community and the global actors that are part of this community. In Area of Study 1 
students explore the myriad ways lives have been affected by the increased interconnectedness – the global links – of the world 
through the process of globalisation. In Area of Study 2, students consider the extent to which global actors cooperate and share 
visions and goals as part of the global community. They investigate the ability of the global community to manage areas of global 
cooperation and to respond to issues of global conflict and instability. This unit is contemporary in focus and students must use 
examples and case studies from within the last 10 years. However, contemporary issues and events may need to be contextualised 
for students and this may require some investigation prior to this timeframe.  
 
BIOLOGY 
Are you interested in…?  Living Things, Nature, Cells, Animals, Microscopes, Functioning of Animals and Plants, Genetics, 
Medicine, Disease, Ecosystems, Biotechnology, Evolution, Experimenting  
Career pathways bullseye: Biology, Health, Environmental Sciences, Rural Studies  
VCAA Study Page  
 
Unit 1: HOW DO LIVING THINGS STAY ALIVE?    
In this unit students are introduced to some of the challenges to an organism in sustaining life. Students examine the cell as the 
structural and functional unit of life, from the single celled to the multicellular organism, and the requirements for sustaining 
cellular processes in terms of inputs and outputs. They analyse types of adaptations that enhance the organism’s survival in a 
particular environment and consider the role homeostatic mechanisms play in maintaining the internal environment. Students 
investigate how a diverse group of organisms form a living interconnected community that is adapted to, and utilises, the abiotic 
resources of its habitat. The role of a keystone species in maintaining the structure of an ecosystem is explored. Students consider 
how the planet’s biodiversity is classified and the factors that affect the growth of a population.  
  
Unit 2: HOW IS CONTINUITY OF LIFE MAINTAINED  
In this unit students focus on cell reproduction and the transmission of biological information from generation to generation. 
Students learn that all cells are derived from pre-existing cells through the cell cycle. They examine the process of DNA replication 
and compare cell division in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms. Students explore the mechanisms of asexual and sexual 
reproductive strategies, and consider the advantages and disadvantages of these two types of reproduction. The role of stem cells 
in the differentiation, growth, repair and replacement of cells in humans is examined, and their potential use in medical therapies 
is considered. Students use chromosome theory and terminology from classical genetics to explain the inheritance of 
characteristics, analyse patterns of inheritance, interpret pedigree charts and predict outcomes of genetic crosses. They explore 
the relationship between genes, the environment and the regulation of genes in giving rise to phenotypes. They consider the role 
of genetic knowledge in decision making about the inheritance of autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive and sex-linked 
genetic conditions.   
 

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
Are you interested in…?  Owning and/or managing a business, entrepreneurship, innovation, global issues, social responsibility, 
marketing, human resources, business operations. 
Career pathways bullseye: Business Studies, Construction, Health, Hospitality, Retail 
VCAA Study Page 
  
Unit 1: PLANNING A BUSINESS 

Businesses of all sizes are major contributors to the economic and social wellbeing of a nation. The ability of entrepreneurs to 
establish a business and the fostering of conditions under which new business ideas can emerge are vital for a nation’s wellbeing. 
Taking a business idea and planning how to make it a reality are the cornerstones of economic and social development. In this 
unit students explore the factors affecting business ideas and the internal and external environments within which businesses 
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operate, as well as the effect of these on planning a business. They also consider the importance of the business sector to the 
national economy and social wellbeing. 

 
Unit 2: ESTABLISHING A BUSINESS 

This unit focuses on the establishment phase of a business. Establishing a business involves compliance with legal requirements 
as well as decisions about how best to establish a system of financial record keeping, staff the business and establish a customer 
base. In this unit students examine the legal requirements that must be met to establish a business. They investigate the essential 
features of effective marketing and consider the best way to meet the needs of the business in terms of staffing and financial 
record keeping. Students analyse management practices by applying key knowledge to contemporary business case studies from 
the past four years. 

 

ECONOMICS 
Are you interested in…?  Understanding the world around you – global issues, markets, consumer behaviour, government 
actions, data analysis, problem solving, debating, environmental issues, inequality, sustainability. 
Career pathways bullseye: Economics, Business Studies, Community Services, Geography, Social Sciences 
VCAA Study Page 
  
Unit 1: ECONOMIC DECISION-MAKING 

Economics is a dynamic and constantly evolving field of social science, which looks at the way humans behave and the decisions 
made to meet the needs and wants of society. In this unit students explore their role in the economy, how they interact with 
businesses, and the role of the government in the economy. They investigate the motivations behind consumer and business 
behaviour, and they examine the role of markets and use demand and supply models to explain changes in prices and quantities 
traded. Students also consider the insights of behavioural economics and how those insights contrast with the traditional model 
of consumer behaviour.  

 
Unit 2: ECONOMIC ISSUES AND LIVING STANDARDS 
A core principle of economics is maximising the living standards of society and, therefore, economic activity is a key consideration. 
Students consider the link between economic activity and economic growth and investigate the importance of economic growth 
in raising living standards. They evaluate the benefits and costs of continued economic growth and consider the extent to which 
our current measurements of living standards are adequate. Students also undertake an applied analysis of two contemporary 
economic issues from a local, national and international perspective. They investigate relevant economic factors and use the tools 
of data collection, analysis, synthesis and evaluation to examine each issue through an economics lens. 

 

FOOD STUDIES 
Are you interested in…?   Exploring food from a wide range of perspectives. Past and present patterns of eating, Australian and 
global food production systems and the many physical and social functions and roles of food. Researching the economic, 
environmental and ethical dimensions of food and critically evaluating information, marketing messages and new trends.  
Career pathways bullseye: Food Studies, Biology, Health, Home Economics, Hospitality 
VCAA Study Page 
 
Unit 1: FOOD ORIGINS 
Students focus on food from historical and cultural perspectives, and investigate the origins and roles of food through time and 
across the world. In Area of Study 1 students explore how humans have historically sourced their food, examining the general 
progression from hunter-gatherer to rural-based agriculture, to today’s urban living and global trade in food. Students consider 
the origins and significance of food through inquiry into one particular food-producing region of the world. In Area of Study 2 
students focus on Australia. They look at Australian indigenous food prior to European settlement and how food patterns have 
changed since, particularly through the influence of food production, processing and manufacturing industries and immigration. 
Students investigate cuisines that are part of Australia’s culinary identity today and reflect on the concept of an Australian cuisine. 
Students consider the influence of innovations, technologies and globalisation on food patterns. Throughout this unit they 
complete topical and contemporary practical activities to enhance, demonstrate and share their learning with others. 
 
Unit 2: FOOD MAKERS 
Students investigate food systems in contemporary Australia. Area of Study 1 focuses on commercial food production industries, 
while Area of Study 2 looks at food production in domestic and small-scale settings, as both a comparison and complement to 
commercial production. Students gain insight into the significance of food industries to the Australian economy and investigate 
the capacity of industry to provide safe, high-quality food that meets the needs of consumers. 
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Students use practical skills and knowledge to produce foods and consider a range of evaluation measures to compare their foods 
to commercial products. They consider the effective provision and preparation of food in the home, and analyse the benefits and 
challenges of developing and using practical food skills in daily life. In demonstrating their practical skills, students design new 
food products and adapt recipes to suit particular needs and circumstances. They consider the possible extension of their role as 
small-scale food producers by exploring potential entrepreneurial opportunities. 
 

GEOGRAPHY 
Are you interested in…?    exploring, analysing understanding characteristics that make up our world, fieldwork, investigations 
to explain why our world is the way it is and what made it that way, human impact on the environment  
Career pathways bullseye: Environmental Sciences, Social Sciences, Rural Studies  
VCAA Study Page  
  
Unit 1: HAZARDS & DISASTERS  
In this unit students undertake an overview of hazards before investigating two contrasting types of hazards and the responses to 
them by people. Hazards include a wide range of situations including those within local areas, such as fast moving traffic or the 
likelihood of coastal erosion, to regional and global hazards such as drought and infectious disease. Students examine the 
processes involved with hazards and hazard events, including their causes and impacts, human responses to hazard events and 
interconnections between human activities and natural phenomena. This unit investigates how people have responded to specific 
types of hazards, including attempts to reduce vulnerability to, and the impact of, hazard events. Types of hazards are commonly 
classified by their causes:   
• geological (or geophysical) hazards include volcanic activity, erosion, earthquakes, tsunamis, landslides and avalanches   
• hydro-meteorological (weather, climate, water) hazards include droughts, floods, storms, storm surges and bushfires   
• biological hazards include infectious diseases such as HIV/AIDS and malaria, animal transmitted diseases, water borne diseases, 
and plant and animal invasion such as blackberries and cane toads in Australia   
• technological hazards are human induced and exacerbated hazards including oil spills, air pollution, radiation leaks, flooding 
primarily caused by land clearances, epidemics caused by poor living conditions and hazards caused by current climate change 
such as rising sea levels or increased intensification of weather events.   
  
Unit 2: TOURISM  
In this unit students investigate the characteristics of tourism, with particular emphasis on where it has developed, its various 
forms, how it has changed and continues to change and its impacts on people, places and environments. They select contrasting 
examples of tourism from within Australia and elsewhere in the world to support their investigations. The study of tourism at 
local, regional and global scales emphasises the interconnection within and between places. For example, the interconnections of 
climate, landforms and culture help determine the characteristics of a place that can prove attractive to tourists. There is an 
interconnection between places tourists originate from and their destinations through the development of communication and 
transport infrastructure, employment, together with cultural preservation and acculturation. The growth of tourism at all scales 
requires careful management to ensure environmentally sustainable and economically viable tourism.  
 

HEALTH & HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
Are you interested in…?   Health and wellbeing, youth perspectives, population groups, health promotion, human 
development, global health, the United Nations, the human lifespan.    
Career pathways bullseye: Community Services, Food Studies, Health, Social Sciences  
VCAA Study Page  
 
Unit 1: UNDERSTANDING HEALTH & WELLBEING  
This unit looks at health and wellbeing as a concept with varied and evolving perspectives and definitions. It takes the view that 
health and wellbeing are subject to a wide range of contexts and interpretations, with different meanings for different people. As 
a foundation to the understanding of health, students should investigate the World Health Organization’s (WHO) definition and 
also explore other interpretations. Wellbeing is a complex combination of all dimensions of health, characterised by an equilibrium 
in which the individual feels happy, healthy, capable and engaged. For the purposes of this study, students should consider 
wellbeing to be an implicit element of health. In this unit students identify personal perspectives and priorities relating to health 
and wellbeing, and enquire into factors that influence health attitudes, beliefs and practices, including among Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islanders. Students look at multiple dimensions of health and wellbeing, the complex interplay of influences on health 
and wellbeing and the indicators used to measure and evaluate health status. With a focus on youth, students consider their own 
health as individuals and as a cohort. They build health literacy through interpreting and using data, through investigating the role 
of food, and through extended inquiry into one youth health focus area.  
  
Unit 2: MANAGING HEALTH & DEVELOPMENT  
This unit investigates transitions in health and wellbeing, and development, from lifespan and societal perspectives. Students look 
at changes and expectations that are part of the progression from youth to adulthood. This unit promotes the application of health 
literacy skills through an examination of adulthood as a time of increasing independence and responsibility, involving the 
establishment of long-term relationships, possible considerations of parenthood and management of health-related milestones 
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and changes. Students enquire into the Australian healthcare system and extend their capacity to access and analyse health 
information. They investigate the challenges and opportunities presented by digital media and health technologies, and consider 
issues surrounding the use of health data and access to quality health care.  
 

HISTORY – MODERN HISTORY 
Are you interested in…?  Writing, investigating, exploring, and understanding how the world came to be what it is 
today.    
Career pathways bullseye: Art, Business Studies, Economics, English, History, Social Sciences   
VCAA Study Design  
 
Unit 1: 20th CENTURY HISTORY (1918-1939)  
In Unit 1 students explore the nature of political, social and cultural change in the period between the world wars. World War One 
is regarded by many as marking the beginning of twentieth century history since it represented such a complete departure from 
the past and heralded changes that were to have an impact for decades to come. The post-war treaties ushered in a period where 
the world was, to a large degree, reshaped with new borders, movements, ideologies and power structures. These changes 
affected developments in Europe, the USA, Asia, Africa and the Middle East. Economic instability caused by the Great Depression 
also contributed to the development of political movements. Despite ideals about future peace, reflected in the establishment of 
the League of Nations, the world was again overtaken by war in 1939. The period after World War One was characterised by 
significant social and cultural change in the contrasting decades of the 1920s and 1930s. New fascist governments used the 
military, education and propaganda to impose controls on the way people lived, to exclude particular groups of people and to 
silence criticism. In Germany, the persecution of the Jewish people became intensified. In the USSR, millions of people were forced 
to work in state-owned factories and farms and had limited personal freedom. Japan became increasingly militarised and anti-
western. In the USA, the consumerism and material progress of the 1920s was tempered by the Great Crash of 1929. Writers, 
artists, musicians, choreographers and filmmakers reflected, promoted or resisted political, economic and social changes.  
  
Unit 2: 20TH CENTURY HISTORY (1945-2000)  
In Unit 2 students explore the nature and impact of the Cold War and challenges and changes to existing political, economic and 
social arrangements in the second half of the twentieth century. The establishment of the United Nations in 1945 was intended 
to take an internationalist approach to avoiding warfare, resolving political tensions and addressing threats to human life and 
safety. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted in 1948 was the first global expression of human rights. Despite 
internationalist moves, the second half of the twentieth century was dominated by the competing ideologies of democracy and 
communism, setting the backdrop for the Cold War. The period also saw challenge and change to the established order in many 
countries. The continuation of moves towards decolonisation led to independence movements in former colonies in Africa, the 
Middle East, Asia and the Pacific. New countries were created and independence was achieved through both military and 
diplomatic means. Old conflicts also continued and terrorism became increasingly global. The second half of the twentieth century 
also saw the rise of social movements that challenged existing values and traditions, such as the civil rights movement, feminism 
and environmental movements.  
 
LANGUAGES – FRENCH 
Are you interested in…?  Learning a new culture, history and way of life.  Learning a new language and its grammatical 
intricacies. Being equipped to travel to Francophone countries and being able to interact with the locals in their 
native language. Improving skills in lateral thinking, problem solving, nonverbal intelligence, English, Maths, and 
memorisation.     
Career pathways bullseye: Languages  
VCAA Study Page  
 
Unit 1: LANGUAGE & CULTURE  
In this unit students develop an understanding of the language and culture/s of French-speaking communities through the study 
of three or more topics from the prescribed themes listed on page 11. Each area of study in the unit must focus on a different 
subtopic. Students access and share useful information on the topics and subtopics through French and consolidate and extend 
vocabulary and grammar knowledge and language skills. They focus on analysing cultural products or practices including visual, 
spoken or written texts. Cultural products or practices can be drawn from a diverse range of texts, activities and creations. These 
may include the following: stories, poems, plays, novels, songs, films, photographs, artworks, architecture, technology, food, 
clothing, sports and festivals. Students apply acquired knowledge of French culture and language to new contexts. Students reflect 
on the interplay between language and culture, and its impact on the individual’s language use in specific contexts and for specific 
audiences.  
  
Unit 2: LANGUAGE & CULTURE  
In this unit students develop an understanding of aspects of language and culture through the study of three or more topics from 
the prescribed themes listed on page 11. Each area of study must focus on a different subtopic. Students analyse visual, spoken 
and written texts. They access and share useful information on the topics and subtopics through French and consolidate and 
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extend vocabulary, grammar knowledge and language skills. Cultural products or practices can be used to demonstrate how 
culture and perspectives may vary between communities. Students reflect on the interplay between language and culture, and its 
impact on meaning, understanding and the individual’s language use in specific contexts and for specific audiences.  
 
LANGUAGES – JAPANESE 
Are you interested in…?   Exploring different cultures, experiencing the world from another culture and country’s 
perspective, Japanese pop culture such as anime, manga, gaming, Japanese culture such as food, clothing and 
sports.    
Career pathways bullseye: Languages    
VCAA Study Page  
 
Unit 1: LANGUAGE & CULTURE  
In this unit students develop an understanding of the language and culture/s of Japanese-speaking communities through the study 
of three or more topics from the prescribed themes listed on page 12. Each area of study in the unit must focus on a different 
subtopic. Students access and share useful information on the topics and subtopics through Japanese and consolidate and extend 
vocabulary and grammar knowledge and language skills. They focus on analysing cultural products or practices including visual, 
spoken or written texts. Cultural products or practices can be drawn from a diverse range of texts, activities and creations. These 
may include the following: stories, poems, plays, novels, songs, films, photographs, artworks, architecture, technology, food, 
clothing, sports and festivals. Students apply acquired knowledge of Japanese culture and language to new contexts. Students 
reflect on the interplay between language and culture, and its impact on the individual’s language use in specific contexts and for 
specific audiences.  
  
Unit 2: LANGUAGE & CULTURE  
In this unit students develop an understanding of aspects of language and culture through the study of three or more topics from 
the prescribed themes listed on page 12. Each area of study must focus on a different subtopic. Students analyse visual, spoken 
and written texts. They access and share useful information on the topics and subtopics through Japanese and consolidate and 
extend vocabulary, grammar knowledge and language skills. Cultural products or practices can be used to demonstrate how 
culture and perspectives may vary between communities. Students reflect on the interplay between language and culture, and its 
impact on meaning, understanding and the individual’s language use in specific contexts and for specific audiences.  
 
LANGUAGES – OTHER 
Are you interested in…?   Exploring different cultures, experiencing the world from another culture and country’s 
perspective. Improving skills in lateral thinking, problem solving, nonverbal intelligence, English, Maths, and memorisation.  
Career pathways bullseye: Languages   
 
Students have the opportunity to continue their other language study or begin a language study in VCE through the 
Victorian School of Languages. VSL offer both an online or face to face curriculum delivery program, depending on 
the language studied. Face to Face delivery is commonly held on a weeknight or weekend. Students studying Unit 
1/2 language should have some proficiency in the written, oral and aural components of the language. VSL can offer 
a level assessment to gauge the student level of proficiency before enrolling.  
 
Any student wanting to study a language through VSL (or another external institution) needs to advise the Senior 
Curriculum Leader.  
 
In 2022, the languages offered through VSL were as follows 
 

Distance Education Face to Face delivery Face to Face delivery Face to Face delivery 
Arabic Albanian German Pashto 
Chinese - Mandarin FL Amharic Greek Persian 
Chinese - Mandarin SL Arabic Gujarati Polish 
Chinese - Mandarin SLA Bengali Hebrew Portuguese 
Classical Greek Bosnian Hindi Punjabi 
French Bulgarian Hungarian Romanian 
German Chin (Falam) Indonesian Russian 
Greek Chin (Hakha) Italian Serbian 
Hindi Chinese (Culture and Society) Japanese Sinhala 
Indonesian Chinese - Cantonese Japanese FL Spanish 
Indonesian FL Chinese - Mandarin (Traditional) Kannada Swahili 
Italian Chinese - Mandarin FL Karen Tamil 
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Japanese Chinese - Mandarin SL Khmer Telugu 
Japanese FL Chinese - Mandarin SLA Korean Thai 
Latin Croatian Korean FL Turkish 
Punjabi Dari Macedonian Urdu 
Spanish Dutch Malay Vietnamese 
Vietnamese Filipino (Tagalog) Malayalam Vietnamese FL 
 French Mizo Zomi 

 
LEGAL STUDIES 
Career pathways bullseye: Community Services, Business Studies, Social Sciences, Economics  
VCAA Study Page  
 
Unit 1: GUILT & LIABILITY  
Criminal law and civil law aim to achieve social cohesion and protect the rights of individuals. Criminal law is aimed at maintaining 
social order and infringing criminal law can result in charges. Civil law deals with the infringement of a person’s or group’s rights 
and breaching civil law can result in litigation. In this unit students develop an understanding of legal foundations, such as the 
different types and sources of law and the existence of a court hierarchy in Victoria. Students investigate key concepts of criminal 
law and civil law and apply these to actual and/or hypothetical scenarios to determine whether an accused may be found guilty 
of a crime, or liable in a civil dispute. In doing so, students develop an appreciation of the way in which legal principles and 
information are used in making reasoned judgments and conclusions about the culpability of an accused, and the liability of a 
party in a civil dispute  
  
Unit 2: SANCTIONS, REMEDIES & RIGHTS  
Criminal law and civil law aim to protect the rights of individuals. When rights are infringed, a case or dispute may arise which 
needs to be determined or resolved, and sanctions or remedies may be imposed. This unit focuses on the enforcement of criminal 
law and civil law, the methods and institutions that may be used to determine a criminal case or resolve a civil dispute, and the 
purposes and types of sanctions and remedies and their effectiveness. Students undertake a detailed investigation of two criminal 
cases and two civil cases from the past four years to form a judgment about the ability of sanctions and remedies to achieve the 
principles of justice. Students develop their understanding of the way rights are protected in Australia and in another country, and 
possible reforms to the protection of rights. They examine a significant case in relation to the protection of rights in Australia.  
 
MEDIA 
Are you interested in…?   Creative writing, analysing films and TV shows, understanding the influence of the media, making 
films, photography, podcasts, animation, acting, radio, producing, scriptwriting, directing, editing, print advertising, advertising, 
journalism.  
Career pathways bullseye: Entertainment,  Media  
VCAA Study Page  
 
Unit 1: MEDIA FORMS, REPRESENTATIONS & AUSTRALIAN STORIES   
The relationship between audiences and the media is dynamic and changing. Audiences engage with media products in many 
ways. They share a common language with media producers and construct meanings from the representations within a media 
product. In this unit students develop an understanding of audiences and the core concepts underpinning the construction of 
representations and meaning in different media forms. They explore media codes and conventions and the construction of 
meaning in media products. Students analyse how representations, narrative and media codes and conventions contribute to the 
construction of the media realities audiences engage with and read. Students gain an understanding of audiences as producers 
and consumers of media products. Through analysing the structure of narratives, students consider the impact of media creators 
and institutions on production. They develop research skills to investigate and analyse selected narratives focusing on the 
influence of media professionals on production genre and style. Students develop an understanding of the features of Australian 
fictional and non-fictional narratives in different media forms. Students work in a range of media forms and develop and produce 
representations to demonstrate an understanding of the characteristics of each media form, and how they contribute to the 
communication of meaning.  
  
Unit 2: NARRATIVES ACROSS MEDIA FORMS   
Fictional and non-fictional narratives are fundamental to the media and are found in all media forms. Media industries such as 
journalism and filmmaking are built upon the creation and distribution of narratives constructed in the form of a series of 
interconnected images and/or sounds and/or words, and using media codes and conventions. New media forms and technologies 
enable participants to design, create and distribute narratives in hybrid forms such as collaborative and user-generated content, 
which challenges the traditional understanding of narrative form and content. Narratives in new media forms have generated new 
modes of audience engagement, consumption and reception. In this unit students further develop an understanding of the 
concept of narrative in media products and forms in different contexts. Narratives in both traditional and newer forms include 
film, television, sound, news, print, photography, games, and interactive digital forms. Students analyse the influence of 
developments in media technologies on individuals and society, examining in a range of media forms the effects of media 
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convergence and hybridisation on the design, production and distribution of narratives in the media and audience engagement, 
consumption and reception. Students undertake production activities to design and create narratives that demonstrate an 
awareness of the structures and media codes and conventions appropriate to corresponding media forms.  
 
MUSIC PERFORMANCE 
Are you interested in…?   Understanding music from a range of genres and styles. Honing individual instrumental music and 
performance skills.   Involves listening critically and analysing music.  
Career pathways bullseye:  Entertainment, Music 
VCAA Study Page 
 
Unit 1: ORGANISATION OF MUSIC 
In this unit students explore and develop their understanding of how music is organised. By performing, creating, analysing and 
responding to music works that exhibit different approaches, students explore and develop their understanding of the possibilities 
of musical organisation. They prepare and perform ensemble and/or solo musical works to develop technical control, expression 
and stylistic understanding on their chosen instrument/sound source. At least two works should be associated with their study of 
approaches to music organisation. They create (arrange, compose or improvise) short music exercises that reflect their 
understanding of the organisation of music and the processes they have studied. They develop knowledge of music language 
concepts as they analyse and respond to a range of music, becoming familiar with the ways music creators treat elements of music 
and concepts and use compositional devices to create works that communicate their ideas.  
 
Unit 2: EFFECT IN MUSIC 
In this unit, students focus on the way music can be used to create an intended effect. By performing, analysing and responding 
to music works/examples that create different effects, students explore and develop their understanding of the possibilities of 
how effect can be created. Through creating their own music, they reflect this exploration and understanding. Students prepare 
and perform ensemble and/or solo musical works to develop technical control, expression and stylistic understanding using their 
chosen instrument/sound source. They should perform at least one work to convey a specified effect and demonstrate this in 
performance. They create (arrange, compose or improvise) short music exercises that reflect their understanding of the 
organisation of music and the processes they have studied. As they analyse and respond to a wide range of music, they become 
familiar with the ways music creators treat elements and concepts of music and use compositional devices to create works that 
communicate their ideas. They continue to develop their understanding of common musical language concepts by identifying, 
recreating and notating these concepts.  
 
OUTDOOR & ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
Are you interested in…?  Outdoor adventure activities, environmental history, conservation, sustainability  
Career pathways bullseye: Outdoor Education, Environmental Science                  
VCAA Study Page  
 
Unit 1: EXPLORING OUTDOOR EXPERIENCES  
This unit examines some of the ways in which humans understand and relate to nature through experiences of outdoor 
environments. The focus is on individuals and their personal responses to, and experiences of, outdoor environments. Students 
are provided with the opportunity to explore the many ways in which nature is understood and perceived. Students develop a 
clear understanding of the range of motivations for interacting with outdoor environments and the factors that affect an 
individual’s access to outdoor experiences and relationships with outdoor environments.  
Through outdoor experiences, students develop practical skills and knowledge to help them live sustainably in outdoor 
environments. Students understand the links between practical experiences and theoretical investigations, gaining insight into a 
variety of responses to, and relationships with, nature.  
  
Unit 2: DISCOVERING OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENTS   
This unit focuses on the characteristics of outdoor environments and different ways of understanding them, as well as the impact 
of humans on outdoor environments. Students study the impact of nature on humans, and the ecological, social and economic 
implications of the impact of humans on outdoor environments. Students develop a clear understanding of the impact of 
technologies and changing human lifestyles on outdoor environments. Students examine a number of case studies of specific 
outdoor environments, including areas where there is evidence of human intervention. They develop the practical skills required 
to minimise the impact of humans on outdoor environments. Through practical experiences students are able to make 
comparisons between and to reflect upon outdoor environments, as well as to develop theoretical knowledge about natural 
environments.  
 
PHILOSOPHY 
Are you interested in…?  Western philosophy, metaphysics, philosophy of knowledge, arguments of formal and informal logic, 
human nature, the good life, studying significant philosophers  
Career pathways bullseye: Social Sciences, History, Community Services   
VCAA Study Page  
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Unit 1: EXISTENCE, KNOWLEDGE AND REASONING  
What is the nature of reality? How can we acquire certain knowledge? These are some of the questions that have challenged 
humans for millennia and underpin ongoing endeavours in areas as diverse as science, justice and the arts. This unit engages 
students with fundamental philosophical questions through active, guided investigation and critical discussion of two key areas of 
philosophy: epistemology and metaphysics. The emphasis is on philosophical inquiry – ‘doing philosophy’, for example through 
formulation of questions and philosophical exchanges with others. Hence the study and practice of techniques of reasoning are 
central to this unit. As students learn to think philosophically, appropriate examples of philosophical viewpoints and arguments, 
both contemporary and historical, are used to support, stimulate and enhance their thinking about central concepts and problems. 
At least one of these examples will be from a primary philosophical text using a complete text or an extract. For the purposes of 
this study, a primary text is defined as offering a positive argument or viewpoint rather than a mere critique. Students investigate 
relevant debates in applied epistemology and metaphysics, and consider whether the philosophical bases of these debates 
continue to have relevance in contemporary society and our everyday lives. For the purposes of this study, arguments make a 
claim supported by propositions and reasoning, whereas a viewpoint makes a claim without necessarily supporting it with reasons 
or reasoning.   
  
Unit 2: QUESTIONS OF VALUE  
What are the foundations of our judgments about value? What is the relationship between different types of value? How, if at all, 
can particular value judgments be defended or criticised? This unit enables students to explore these questions in relation to 
different categories of value judgment within the realms of morality, political and social philosophy and aesthetics. Students also 
explore ways in which viewpoints and arguments in value theory can inform and be informed by contemporary debates. They 
study at least one primary philosophical text, using the complete text or an extract, and develop a range of skills including 
formulating philosophical questions and informed responses. For the purposes of this study a primary text is defined as offering a 
positive argument or viewpoint rather than mere critique. For the purposes of this study, arguments make a claim supported by 
propositions and reasoning, whereas a viewpoint makes a claim without necessarily supporting it with reasons or reasoning. 
Philosophical debates encompass philosophical questions and associated viewpoints and arguments within other spheres of 
discourse such as religion, psychology, sociology and politics.  
 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Are you interested in…?  How the body works in exercise/sport, how to improve performance through physical, psychological, 
nutritional pathways, how to increase physical activity across the population, sport, training and performance enhancement  
Career pathways bullseye: Physical Education, Biology, Health   
VCAA Study Page  
 
Unit 1: THE HUMAN BODY IN MOTION  
How does the musculoskeletal and cardiorespiratory systems work together to produce movement. Through practical activities 
students explore the relationships between the body systems and physical activity, sport and exercise, and how the systems adapt 
and adjust to the demands of the activity. Students investigate the role and function of the main structures in each system and 
how they respond to physical activity, sport and exercise. They explore how the capacity and functioning of each system acts as 
an enabler or barrier to movement and participation in physical activity. Using a contemporary approach, students evaluate the 
social, cultural and environmental influences on movement. They consider the implications of the use of legal and illegal practices 
to improve the performance of the musculoskeletal and cardiorespiratory systems, evaluating perceived benefits and describing 
potential harms. They also recommend and implement strategies to minimise the risk of illness or injury to each system.  
  
Unit 2: PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, SPORT & SOCIETY  
Understanding of physical activity, sport and society from a participatory perspective. Students are introduced to types of physical 
activity and the role participation in physical activity and sedentary behaviour plays in their own health and wellbeing as well as 
in other people’s lives in different population groups. Through a series of practical activities, students experience and explore 
different types of physical activity promoted in their own and different population groups. They gain an appreciation of the level 
of physical activity required for health benefits. Students investigate how participation in physical activity varies across the 
lifespan. They explore a range of factors that influence and facilitate participation in regular physical activity. They collect data to 
determine perceived enablers of and barriers to physical activity and the ways in which opportunities for participation in physical 
activity can be extended in various communities, social, cultural and environmental contexts. Students investigate individual and 
population-based consequences of physical inactivity and sedentary behaviour. They then create and participate in an activity 
plan that meets the physical activity and sedentary behaviour guidelines relevant to the particular population group being studied. 
Students apply various methods to assess physical activity and sedentary behaviour levels at the individual and population level, 
and analyse the data in relation to physical activity and sedentary behaviour guidelines. Students study and apply the social-
ecological model and/or the Youth Physical Activity Promotion Model to critique a range of individual- and settings-based 
strategies that are effective in promoting participation in some form of regular physical activity  
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PRODUCT DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY 
Are you interested in…?  Product design, fashion, machine and hand sewing, engineering, building and construction, woodwork, 
sustainable manufacturing.  
Career pathways bullseye:   Construction, Industrial Arts, Metal Work and Engineering, Textiles and Design, Art  
VCAA Study Page  
  
Unit 1: SUSTAINABLE PRODUCT REDEVELOPMENT  
In Unit 1, students consider the sustainability of an existing product, such as the impact of sourcing materials, manufacture, 
distribution, use and likely disposal. They consider how a redeveloped product should attempt to solve a problem related to the 
original product. Where possible, materials and manufacturing processes used should be carefully selected to improve the 
overall sustainability of the redeveloped product. In Area of Study 1, the student will design and plan the redeveloped product 
with the intention of creating a different product that considers sustainability issues. In Area of Study 2, the student will select 
and apply materials, tools, equipment and processes to make the redeveloped design.  
 
Unit 2: COLLABORATIVE DESIGN  
In Unit 2, students work in teams to design and develop an individual item within a team product range, or contribute to the 
design, planning and production of a single group product. They focus on factors including end-user/s’ needs and wants; 
function, purpose and context for product design; aesthetics; materials and sustainability. Students gain inspiration from an 
historical or a contemporary design movement or style and its defining factors such as ideological or technological change, 
philosophy or aesthetics. In Area of Study 1, the student will design and plan a product or range of products, collaboratively and 
in response to a developed design brief. In Area of Study 2, the student will justify, manage and use appropriate production 
processes to make the designed product and evaluate the design against the design brief.   
 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Are you interested in…?  understanding human behaviour including how people think, feel and behave, the relationship 
between the brain and behaviour, understanding psychological phenomena, interplay between genetics and environment 
Career pathways bullseye: Social Sciences, Business Studies, Health, Biology, Health  
VCAA Study Page 
 
Unit 1: HOW ARE BEHAVIOUR AND MENTAL PROCESSES SHAPED?  
students examine the complex nature of psychological development, including situations where psychological development may 
not occur as expected. Students examine the contribution that classical and contemporary knowledge from Western and non-
Western societies, including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, has made to an understanding of psychological 
development and to the development of psychological models and theories used to predict and explain the development of 
thoughts, emotions and behaviours. They investigate the structure and functioning of the human brain and the role it plays in 
mental processes and behaviour and explore brain plasticity and the influence that brain damage may have on a person’s 
psychological functioning. A student-directed research investigation into contemporary psychological research is undertaken in 
Area of Study 3. The investigation involves the exploration of research, methodology and methods, as well as the application of 
critical and creative thinking to evaluate the validity of a research study by analysing secondary data.  
 
Unit 2: HOW DO INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL FACTORS INFLUENCE BEHAVIOUR AND MENTAL PROCESSES? 
Students evaluate the role social cognition plays in a person’s attitudes, perception of themselves and relationships with others. 
Students explore a variety of factors and contexts that can influence the behaviour of individuals and groups, recognising that 
different cultural groups have different experiences and values. Students are encouraged to consider Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people’s experiences within Australian society and how these experiences may affect psychological functioning. Students 
examine the contribution that classical and contemporary research has made to the understandings of human perception and 
why individuals and groups behave in specific ways. Students investigate how perception of stimuli enables a person to interact 
with the world around them and how their perception of stimuli can be distorted.  A student-adapted or student-designed 
scientific investigation is undertaken and involves the generation of primary data and is related to internal and external factors 
that influence behaviour and mental processes.  
 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
Are you interested in…?  Engineering, mechanisms and mechatronics, electrotechnology, control systems, robotics, problem 
solving, sustainable energy.  
Career pathways bullseye:   Metal Work and Engineering, Electrotechnology, Automotive  
VCAA Study Page  
  
Unit 1: MECHANICAL SYSTEMS  
This unit focuses on engineering fundamentals as the basis of understanding concepts, principles and components that operate 
in mechanical systems. The term ‘mechanical systems’ includes systems that utilise all forms of mechanical components and their 
linkages. While this unit contains the fundamental physics and theoretical understanding of mechanical systems and how they 
work, the focus is on the creation of a system. The creation process draws heavily upon design and innovation processes. Students 
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create an operational system using the systems engineering process. The focus is on a mechanical system; however, it may include 
some electrotechnological components. All systems require some form of energy to function. Students research and quantify how 
systems use or convert the energy supplied to them. Students are introduced to mechanical engineering principles including 
mechanical subsystems and devices, their motions, elementary applied physics, and related mathematical calculations that can 
be applied to define and explain the physical characteristics of these systems..  
  
Unit 2: ELECTROTECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS  
In this unit students study fundamental electrotechnological engineering principles. The term ‘electrotechnological’ encompasses 
systems that include electrical/electronic circuitry including microelectronic circuitry. Through the application of the systems 
engineering process, students create operational electrotechnological systems, which may also include mechanical components 
or electro-mechanical subsystems. While this unit contains fundamental physics and theoretical understanding 
of electrotechnological systems and how they work, the focus is on the creation of electrotechnological systems, drawing heavily 
upon design and innovation processes. Electrotechnology is a creative field that responds to, and drives rapid developments and 
change brought about through technological innovation. Contemporary design and manufacture of electronic equipment involves 
increased levels of automation and inbuilt control through the inclusion of microcontrollers and other logic devices. In this unit 
students explore some of these emerging technologies. Students study fundamental electrotechnological principles including 
applied electrical theory, standard representation of electronic components and devices, elementary applied physics in electrical 
circuits and mathematical processes that can be applied to define and explain the electrical characteristics of circuits.  
 
THEATRE STUDIES 
Are you interested in…?  Acting, directing, dance, costume design, set and props design, lighting design, sound design, 
producing, theatre history, and stage management.  
Career pathways bullseye:  Entertainment , Performing Arts  
VCAA Study Page  
  
Unit 1: PRE-MODERN THEATRE STYLES & CONVENTIONS  
This unit focuses on the application of acting, direction and design in relation to theatre styles from the pre-modern era, that is, 
works prior to the 1920s. Students creatively and imaginatively work in production roles with scripts from the pre-modern era of 
theatre, focusing on at least three distinct theatre styles and their conventions. They study innovations in theatre production in 
the pre-modern era and apply this knowledge to their own works. Students develop knowledge and skills about theatre production 
processes including dramaturgy, planning, development and performance to an audience and apply this to their work. Theatre 
styles from the pre-modern era of theatre include Ancient Greek, Ancient Roman, Liturgical drama such as 
morality/miracle/mystery plays, Commedia dell’Arte, Elizabethan, Restoration comedies and dramas, Neo-classical, 
Naturalism/Realism, Beijing Opera, Noh, Bunraku and Kabuki and other traditional indigenous theatre forms. Students begin to 
develop skills of performance analysis and apply these to the analysis of a play in performance.  
 
Unit 2: MODERN THEATRE STYLES & CONVENTIONS  
This unit focuses on the application of acting, direction and design in relation to theatre styles from the modern era, that is, the 
1920s to the present. Students creatively and imaginatively work in production roles with scripts from the modern era of theatre, 
focusing on at least three distinct theatre styles. They study innovations in theatre production in the modern era and apply this 
knowledge to their own works. Students develop knowledge and skills about theatre production processes including dramaturgy, 
planning, development and performance to an audience and apply this to their work. They study safe and ethical working practices 
in theatre production and develop skills of performance analysis, which they apply to the analysis of a play in performance. Theatre 
styles from the modern era of theatre include Epic theatre, Constructivist theatre, Theatre of the Absurd, Political theatre, Feminist 
theatre, Expressionism, Eclectic theatre, Experimental theatre, Musical theatre, Physical theatre, Verbatim theatre, Theatre-in-
education, and Immersive/Interactive theatre.  
 
VISUAL COMMUNICATION & DESIGN
Are you interested in…?  Design process, 2D and 3D drawing skills, communicating ideas and information through design, visual 
analysis, reflecting on design and design process across architecture, interior, exhibition and product design  
Career pathways bullseye:  Industrial Design, Textiles and Design, Art  
VCAA Study Page  
 
Unit 1: INTRODUCTION TO VISUAL COMMUNICATION & DESIGN  
This unit focuses on using visual language to communicate messages, ideas and concepts. This involves acquiring and applying 
design thinking skills as well as drawing skills to create messages, ideas and concepts, both visible and tangible. Students practise 
their ability to draw what they observe and they use visualisation drawing methods to explore their own ideas and concepts. 
Students develop an understanding of the importance of presentation drawings to clearly communicate their final visual 
communications. Through experimentation and exploration of the relationship between design elements and design principles, 
students develop an understanding of how they affect the visual message and the way information and ideas are read and 
perceived. Students review the contextual background of visual communication through an investigation of design styles. This 
research introduces students to the broader context of the place and purpose of design. Students are introduced to the 
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importance of copyright and intellectual property and the conventions for acknowledging sources of inspiration. In this unit 
students are introduced to four stages of the design process: research, generation of ideas, development of concepts and 
refinement of visual communications.  
  
Unit 2: APPLICATION OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION IN DEISGN FIELDS  
This unit focuses on the application of visual communication design knowledge, design thinking and drawing methods to create 
visual communications to meet specific purposes in designated design fields. Students use presentation drawing methods that 
incorporate the use of technical drawing conventions to communicate information and ideas associated with the environmental 
or industrial fields of design. They also investigate how typography and imagery are used in these fields as well as the 
communication field of design. They apply design thinking skills when exploring ways in which images and type can be manipulated 
to communicate ideas and concepts in different ways in the communication design field. Students develop an understanding of 
the design process detailed on pages 10 and 11 as a means of organising their thinking about approaches to solving design 
problems and presenting ideas. In response to a brief, students engage in the stages of research, generation of ideas and 
development and refinement of concepts to create visual communications.  
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